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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
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OAH No. 2010090336 

MICHAEL R MILLER (EN 780620) 

A Permanent Academic Employee, 
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DECISION 

Administrative Law Judge Susan L Formaker of the Office of Administrative 
Hearings (AU) heard this matter on March 14, 1 5, 16, 17, and 21 and June 3, 2011 , in Los 
Angeles, California 

Lester L Jones and Julianna Yasinski, Attorneys at Law, of Yasinski & Jones, 
represented Complainant Los Angeles Community College District (Complainant or 
District) Michael W Shanahan (Shanahan), Interim Senior Associate Vice Chancellor of 
Human Resources, was present on behalf of the District. 

Lawrence Rosenzweig and Brent I. Rosenzweig, Attorneys at Law, represented 
Respondent Michael Miller (Respondent), who was also present at the hearing. 

On April 25, 2011, Complainant lodged the hearing transcripts for the first five days 
of hearing Those transcripts were not marked for identification but were reviewed in 
preparing this Decision and returned to Complainant with the Decision (The Notice of 
Lodging Hearing Transcripts was marked for identification only as Exhibit 68.) On April 25, 
2011, Complainant also submitted an initial closing brief (marked for identification only as 
Exhibit 69) On April 28, 2011, Complainant submitted an Appendix of References to 
Witness Depositions (marked for identification only, with the accompanying cover letter, as 
Exhibit 70) On May 23, 2011, Respondent submitted his responsive closing brief (marked 
for identification only as Exhibit V) 

At the conclusion of the hearing, the record was left open until June 10, 2011, for 
Complainant to submit a reply closing brief. On June 10, 2011, Complainant submitted a 
reply closing brief (marked for identification only as Exhibit 71) The record was closed and 
the matter deemed submitted on June 1 0, 2011 



On February 6, 2012, the parties' joint letter request for the status of the Decision was 
received by the Office of Administrative Hearings A telephonic status conference was held 
by the undersigned Administrative Law Judge (AU) with counsel on March 20, 2012. 
During the telephonic status conference, the ALJ explained that, as a result of the AL's 
having been appointed Acting Presiding Administrative Law Judge for the Los Angeles 
office of the Office of Administrative Hearings in April 2011, and thereafter having been 
appointed Presiding Administrative Law Judge for that office, the ALJ had been unable to 
complete the Decision in the anticipated time frame. The ALJ explained that the Decision 
would be completed as soon as possible, given the conflicting demands on the AL's time. 

On April 18, 2013,   Respondent filed a Motion to Re-Open Record (marked for 
identification only, with the cover memo and supporting Memorandum of Points and 
Authorities, as Exhibit W). On April 18, 2013, Complainant filed Objections to and Request 
to Strike Respondent's Motion to Re-Open Record (marked for identification only as Exhibit 
72). After the parties submitted ajoint follow-up letter requesting the status of the Decision, 
the ALJ held a further telephonic status conference with the parties on July 16, 2013.   During 
the telephonic status conference, the ALJ explained that the Decision was under way, she 
gave an estimated time of completion, and she explained the Decision would be completed as 
soon as possible. The ALJ granted the Motion to Re-Open Record only to the extent that the 
Motion and Objections were marked for identification and made part of the record; the AU 
denied the Motion to Re-Open Record for any other purpose; The ruling on the Motion is 
incorporated in the Decision below. The matter was deemed re-submitted as of July 16, 
2013. 

FACTUAL FINDINGS 

I  Jurisdictional Facts 

1 .  Los Angeles City College (LACC) is one of nine community colleges within 
the District At the time he was placed on paid administrative leave effective May 21, 2009, 
Respondent served as the Athletic Director at LACC. The parties stipulated that 
Respondent's position was a faculty employee position. As a faculty employee, Respondent 
was subject to the collective bargaining agreement between the District and the LACC 
College Faculty Guild, Local 1521,  CFT/AFT, AFL-CIO (Collective Bargaining 
Agreement). 

2.  On March 4, 2010, Tyree Wieder (Wieder), Chancellor of the District, and 
Adriana Barrera (Barrera), Deputy Chancellor of the District at the time, made and signed, in 
their official capacities, a Statement of Charges with a recommendation to dismiss 
respondent from his academic position as a faculty member in the Physical Education (PE) 
Department. By letter dated March 12, 2010. Shanahan, who was the Associate Vice 
Chancellor; Employer/Employee Relations at the time, issued Respondent a notice that, 
pursuant to action taken during a regular closed session meeting and Education Code section 
87672, the District's Board of Trustees (Board) intended to dismiss Respondent if he did not 
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demand a hearing in accordance with Education Code section 87673 Attached to the letter 
was the Statement of Charges, upon which the decision to dismiss Respondent was based.'  

3  The Statement of Charges seeks Respondent's dismissal based upon his 
alleged unprofessional conduct, dishonesty, and persistent violation of, or refusal to obey, the 
school laws of the state or reasonable District regulations, as set forth in Education Code 
section 87732, subdivisions (a), (b), and (f), respectively.  

4  The Statement of Charges outlines the following alleged acts or omissions that 
are the basis for Respondent's recommended discharge 

(a) During an internal audit of the athletic department at LACC, and after being 
directed to obtain copies of all Athletic Eligibility Forms (Form Is) for all sports for fiscal 
years 2006-2007, 2007-2008, and 2008-2009, Respondent and other individuals recruited by 
Respondent allegedly shredded numerous documents over a period of days The District 
contends that after the shredding occurred, the 2009 Form 1 s for the Men's Basketball team 
could not be located These Form 1 s were a particular focus of the audit, which sought to 
determine if certain Men's Basketball student athletes at LACC may have misrepresented 
their residency for purposes of avoiding out of state tuition fees The shredding of 
documents allegedly violated District Board Rule 7709 10 - Procedures for Destruction 

(b) At about the same time the internal audit was taking place, Respondent 
allegedly arranged and paid for the hard drive on his District-provided computer to be wiped 
clean off campus The District asserts that after the hard drive was erased, Respondent had a 
different copy of the operating system reinstalled The erasing of the hard drive allegedly 
violated District Administrative Regulation B-27, LA., , III A, IV 4, and IV .9 - Use of District 
and College Computing Facilities, and District Administrative Regulation B-28, Network 
Management 

(c) During an investigative interview by counsel concerning a complaint about 
another District employee, Respondent allegedly admitted that he allowed the selection and 
hiring of an assistant baseball coach based on that prospective coach's race (white) to assist 
in recruiting white players Respondent further allegedly admitted that he permitted the 
hiring of the white assistant coach despite his belief that the individual was not qualified for 
the position The District contends these acts were discriminatory and violated the District's 

1  For purposes of proceeding under the Administrative Procedure Act, Government 
Code section 115 00  et seq., a district's written statement of its decision to dismiss delivered 
to the employee pursuant to Education Code section 87672 "shall be deemed an accusation" 
and the "written objection of the employee delivered pursuant to Section 87673 shall be 
deemed the notice of defense " (Ed. Code, § 87679.) "District" means a community college 
district (Ed. Code, § 87661, subd (c).) 
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rules and principles against preferential treatment based on race, and exposed the District to 
potential civil liability. 

5. Respondent timely objected to the Statement of Charges and decision to 
dismiss him and requested a hearing pursuant to Education Code section 87673. 

6. Respondent had been placed on administrative leave during an investigation 
into some of the matters ultimately included in the Statement of Charges. He has remained 
on paid administrative leave since that time during the pendency of this matter.  

Ii  The Rules and Regulations Regarding Document Retention and Computer Use 

A. DOCUMENT RETENTION 

7. District Board Rule 7708.12 defined the types of records that could be 
considered "Disposable Records." That rule provided, at all relevant times, as follows: 

Class 3: DISPOSABLE  RECORDS : All Records, other than 
continuing Records, not classified as Class 1 (Permanent) or as 
Class 2 (Optional) shall be classified as Class 3 (Disposable).. 
These Records include but are not limited to: Records basic to 
audit, including those relating to attendance, full-time equivalent 
student, or a business or financial transaction (purchase orders, 
invoices, warrants, ledger sheets and canceled check stubs, 
student body and cafeteria fund Records, etc.); detail Records 
used in the preparation of any other report; and periodic reports, 
including daily, weekly and monthly reports, bulletins and 
instructions. 

(Exhibit 32, at Bates no. Miller 10 17.) 

.  8.  District Board Rule 7709 provided, at all relevant times, that only Disposable 
Records could be destroyed, as follows: 

DESTRUCTION OF RECORDS. Only Class 3 (Disposable) 
Records shall be destroyed. These Records may be destroyed 
during the third school year (e.g., a Record originating in the 
1993-94 school year plus 3 years 1996-97 destruction date), 
after the completion of the following, as applicable: 

a  The completion of any legally required audit Class 3 
(Disposable) Records basic to an audit shall not be destroyed 
until after the third . . . July 1 succeeding the completion of the 
audit required by Education Code section 84040 or of any other 
legally required audit. Class 3 (Disposable) Records basic to an 
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unresolved audit citing shall not be destroyed until five years 
after the audit citing is first presented to the Board as provided 
under 5, California Code of Regulations, section 59118 

b  The retention period required by any agency other than 
the State of California 

C.  The retention period under a Federal program, including 
various student aid programs 

(Exhibit 32, at Bates no Miller 10 17 )2  

9  By the terms of District Board Rule 7709, read in conjunction with District 
Board Rule 7708 12, records designated as Class 1, or "Permanent," could not be destroyed 

10.  The procedures for destruction of Disposable Records were set forth in District 
Board Rule 7709 10 

PROCEDURES FOR DESTRUCTION 

a  The Chancellor or his/her designee and each College 
President or his/her designee shall 

1) Personally supervise the classification of 
Records 

2) Designate each file or other container as to 
the classification and the school year in 
which the Records originated. If the 
Records are classified as class 3 
(Disposable), the Chancellor or his/her 
designee and each College President or 
his/her designee shall also designate the 
school year in which such Records are to 
be destroyed 

3) Submit to the Board a report of Records 
recommended for destruction with a 
certification that no Records are included 
in the list which conflict with these Board 
rules 

2  The ellipses in subdivision (a)'indicate the omission of verbiage apparently created 
by a formatting issue in the printing of the Board rules No language from the Board rule 
itself was omitted 
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b.  The Governing Board shall: 

1) Approve or disapprove the 
recommendations of the Chancellor or 
his/her designee and/or each College 
President or his/her designee. 

2) Order a reclassification when necessary or 
desirable. 

3) Order by action recorded in the minutes 
(with lists attached) the destruction of 
Records in accordance with these Board 
rules. 

(Exhibit 32, at Bates no. Miller 1018.) 

11. Board Rule 7709-11 provided, at all relevant times, for the manner of 
destruction as follows: "Once the Board determines that specific Records shall be destroyed, 
such Records shall be permanently destroyed by such fool-proof methods such as shredding, 
burning, or pulping under the supervision of the Chancellor or his/her designee." (Exhibit 
32, at Bates nos. Miller 1018-Miller 1019.) 

B.  COMPUTER USE 

12. District Regulation B-27 (Use of District and College Computing Facilities) 
provided, in relevant part and at all relevant times, as follows: 

I.  Policy 

A.  The Los Angeles Community College District 
provides computers, networks and computerized records 
("computing facilities"), for use by students, faculty, staff and 
administrators. These resources are intended to facilitate 
education, research, academic development and service to the 
public. Each individual user of these facilities ("user".) is 
expected to exercise responsibility, use computing, resources 
ethically and respect the rights and privacy of others. 

D.  Each college is responsible for communicating 
the provisions of this policy to its campus users of computing 
facilities. Each college may establish guidelines regarding who 
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may use campus computing facilities, consistent with the 
provisions of this policy.  

E  This policy is intended to supplement 
Administrative Regulation B-28, the District's Network Security 
Policy, as appropriate 

II  Communications and Privacy 

A.  Due to the nature of the technology and the public 
character of the District's business, there is no guarantee that a 
user's files, account and/or electronic mail are private 
Documents created and/or stored on 
District computers and networks may be considered public 
records, subject to disclosure under the Public Records Act or 
other laws or as a result of litigation..While the District does not 
routinely monitor computer files, email or Internet use, the 
District reserves the right to examine material stored on or 
transmitted through its computing facilities as it deems 
necessary. 

MI]  [J1 

III  User Responsibilities 

A  Individual users assume full responsibility and 
accountability for using computing facilities in accordance with 
District rules and policies, which includes but is not limited to, 
compliance with the Policy Violations listed at section IV of this 
policy. Users must respect the rights of others, respect the 
integrity of the computing facilities and observe all laws, 
regulations and contractual obligations 

MI]  [J] 

IV  Policy Violations 

Conduct which is considered to violate District policy 
with respect to computing facilities includes, but is not limited 
to, the following: . 

[T]  [T1 
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9.  Taking computer hardware or software from 
District or college facilities for any purpose without prior 
written approval; ... 

[J1 . . . [J1 

V.  Consequences of Misuse 

A. Misuse of computing facilities may result in the 
loss of computing privileges. Additionally, misuse may require 
financial restitution to the District for funds expended and could 
result in disciplinary, civil or criminal action. 

B. Users may be held accountable for their conduct 
. under any applicable District policy, procedure or collective 

bargaining agreement. Violations of these policies will be 
enforced in the same manner as other District policies. 
Disciplinary review includes the full range of sanctions, up to 
and including, but not limited to, employee dismissal ... 

(Exhibit 33, at Bates nos. Miller 0344-Miller 0349.) 

13.  District Regulation B-28 (Network Security Policy) provided, in 
relevant part and at all relevant times, as follows: 

Scope 

The scope of this document is to define Los Angeles 
Community College District (LACCD) policies regarding 
network security. This policy covers the employees, students, 
the vendors, and the consultants of the Los Angeles Community 
College District. It exists in order to protect the district 
network, both WAN's and LAN's and to thereby improve 
productivity and to increase workflow, communication, 
efficiency. This policy is intended to supplement the District's 
Computer Use Policy, Administrative Regulation B-27 
(formerly E-76) and is not meant to replace that document. The 
components of the network are considered to be: 

IT1 .  . . [] 

. All computer components including (but not 
limited to) monitors, cases, storage devices, 
modems, network cards, memory chips, 

. keyboards, mice, scanners, cameras, and cables. 
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. All computer software. 

[T] . . . [J] 

Purpose 

The purpose of the Network Security Policy (NSP) is to 
promote management practices that will ensure the security and 
reliability, confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 
organizational information resources 

Network Management 

Network Management is the responsibility of the local 
Information Technology staff or Authorized Technical Staff 
(ATS) assigned the responsibility for specific network All 
network maintenance, including configuration changes to 
desktop systems, is to be made solely by the ATS. Contractors 
are not allowed to make system modifications, even to the 
workstations issued to them by the District Any of the 
following activities are considered a modification to the system 
(but not limited to): 

[J1  [T1 

• Removing a system's case or cover. 

• Installing any software package, including downloaded 
from the Internet 

Hardware management is restricted in order to insure that 
warranties are not inadvertently voided and that security 
precautions are not circumvented. Software installation is 
restricted in order to insure that the District remain in 
compliance with software licensing laws. This requirement also 
insures that proper support for software can be provided by the 
ATS and that software incompatibilities are avoided. ... 



(Exhibit 33, at Bates nos. Miller 0350-Miller 0352.) 

X.  Background Facts 

14. Respondent began his employment as a physical education instructor for 
LACC in 1992.   Within a semester, he also began an assignment as the head Men's 
Basketball coach. Respondent remained head coach of the Men's Basketball team from the 
1992-1993 season through the 2007-2008 season. As a physical education instructor, 
Respondent was responsible for teaching classes as assigned by the chair of the department. 
He typically taught both health classes (covering issues such as nutrition, exercise, sexually-
transmitted diseases, and heart disease) and activity-type classes (such as weightlifting or 
jogging). As a coach, his duties included recruiting and selecting the team, coaching the 
team in practices and games, scheduling, requesting equipment and supplies, and hiring 
assistant coaches. 

15. During Respondent's 16 years as head Men's Basketball coach, the LACC 
team won 14 straight South Coast Conference championships and two state championships. 
The South Coast Conference of community college athletic programs was composed of 1 1 or 
12 schools from Long Beach to Pasadena, and LACC was part of the South Coast 
Conference. 

16. In the summer of 2003, Respondent was assigned the position of Athletic 
Director of LACC by the then-President. As Athletic Director, Respondent was responsible 
for supervising Athletic Department personnel (including classified and unclassified staff) 
and coaches, participating in the hiring of coaches, the Departmental budget and allocation of 
funds, acting as the designee for LACC at South Coast Conference meetings, and the 
assignment of pre-,season athletic conditioning physical education classes to coaches. At one 
point, he served as the South Coast Conference President. 

17. As Athletic Director, Respondent reported, from approximately August 2003 
through at least August 5, 2008, to Allison Jones, then the Dean of Academic 
Affairs/Athletics (Jones). Jones was also second in the chain of command for approval of 
expenditures. Jones, in turn, reported to Jamillah Moore, President of LACC (Moore). 
According to Jones, she asked to be relieved of her duties overseeing Athletics when her 
duties as President of the District Administrators Association for the District began to  -  
become more demanding. Starting sometime between August 6, 2008, and September 2008, 
Respondent reported to Bruce Baron (Baron), who was the Vice President of Administrative 
Services for LACC. Baron reported to Moore. 

18. Arnold Blanshard (Blanshard) served as the District's Director of Internal 
Audit. 

19. By a memo dated December 18, 2007, Blanshard announced that LACC's 
Internal Audit Department was initiating an audit of the LACC Athletic Department. The 
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scope of that audit covered the processes and procedures of the athletic program activities for 
the period July 1, 2006, through November 30, 2007 

20.  On April 30, 2008, the Audit Department generated a report with the results of 
the audit (Exhibit 5.) Twenty-five separate audit issues were identified, with Respondent 
having the responsibility, under Jones's supervision, for many. of them, None of the issues 
identified was related to the eligibility of student athletes, instead, all of the issues related to 
the use of funds and safeguarding of uniforms and equipment Twelve of the issues were 
identified as having a "high" impact, eleven issues were identified as having a "considerable" 
impact, and one issue was identified as having a "moderate" impact Jones characterized the 
audit as addressing "minor things that needed tweaking," despite the fact that the audit did 
not characterize any of the findings as minor or low impact issues Included were issues 
such as purchase orders being approved without appropriate delegated authority and 
mishandling of funds (such as advertising cash receipts of $11,390  for the Men's Basketball 
media guide being unaccounted for and improper posting and payment of funds into and out 
of the Men's Basketball Foundation account) Given Jones's own responsibility set forth in 
the audit for correcting the multiple problems discovered, and her description of her 
relationship with Respondent as being one of "friends" and "close colleagues," Jones cannot 
have been considered unbiased or uninterested in the characterization or correction of 
problems discovered during the audit of the Athletic Department 

21  As documented in a memo dated May 19, 2008, Jones requested that 
Respondent take a one year leave of absence from coaching Men's Basketball at LACC so 
that he could "devote 100% of [his] time to [his] Athletic Director (A.D.) duties," and 
particularly to correcting the deficiencies noted in the April 30, 2008 audit report (Exhibit 
C.) The memo stated that once measures to correct the audit deficiencies were approved by 
the auditors and implemented, it was "anticipated" that Respondent would resume his duties 
as both Athletic Director and head Men's Basketball coach (1bid ) Respondent's 
handwritten notes on the memo state he agreed to take the leave of absence, but that he 
would "return to [his] coaching position April 1, 2009. " , (Ibid) Respondent also wrote that 
he would hire a "replacement" for one season, referring to a replacement head Men's 
Basketball coach The evidence reflected that LACC did not agree to the condition that he 
would return to the head coaching position on April 1, 2009; Jones testified she informed 
Respondent at the time that he would need to be reappointed to the coaching position and 
that Moore was the ultimate authority regarding any reappointment. Jones's testimony was 
consistent with the terms of the Collective Bargaining Agreement governing Respondent's 
employment (discussed at Findings 26 and 99, post) Jones did not give Moore a copy of the 
memo at the time. 

22  Respondent hired Mack Cleveland (Cleveland) as the Men's Basketball head 
coach for the 2008-2009 academic year. An email from Cleveland to Respondent dated July 
15 1  2008 indicated Respondent told Cleveland before July 15, 2008, that he would be head 
2008-2009 Men's Basketball coach However, Cleveland was not formally appointed to the 
position until August 5, 2008 Respondent contended he acted as an assistant Men's 
Basketball coach during the 2008-2009 season, although the evidence indicated his status as 
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assistant coach was a subject of dispute. Jones's May 19, 2008 memo did not indicate that 
Respondent was going to be acting as assistant Men's Basketball coach under Cleveland. 

23. When Baron became responsible for overseeing the Athletic Department at 
LACC, Moore made negative comments about Respondent to Baron. She indicated she 
believed Jones was too close to Respondent to provide the type of supervision or discipline 
that might be required. As set forth in Finding 20, any such concern was not unwarranted, 
given Jones's potential bias and interest in characterizing the problems uncovered by the 
audit as minor. Baron contended he became increasingly concerned when he heard Moore 
say other disparaging things about Respondent, such as when she suggested that Respondent 
was only working for the money, that he made more money than Baron, and that he was a 
"sleazebag" for hiring his relatives to work in the Athletic Department. Baron noted that a 
new hiring process was developed for coaches as part of a larger series of process changes in 
the Athletic Department. 

24. In February 2009, the LACC Audit Department issued an Implementation 
Update report reflecting the progress made on the audit deficiencies that had been identified. 
The Implementation Update showed that Respondent had worked to address the weaknesses 
in the processes shown in the original audit. By that time, Jones was no longer supervising 
Respondent. 

25. In March 2009, Jones gave Moore the May 19, 2008 memo reflecting 
Respondent's prior agreement to take a leave of absence from coaching Men's Basketball, 
showing Respondent's notes to the effect that he would be reinstated on April 1, 2009. 
According to Respondent, on March 5, 2009, Moore called him at home in the evening. 
Respondent's notes from the call reflect Respondent's impression that Moore had "yelled" at 
him; they appear to document, among other things, a conversation about Respondent's 
former coaching position. (Exhibit G.) On March 6, 2009, Moore emailed Respondent, 
reminding him that they were to meet regarding the "next best steps" for LACC following 
the audit. (Exhibit H.) The email was copied to Baron. The email, like Respondent's notes 
of their telephone conversation, indicated that the communication between Moore and 
Respondent had become strained. In the email, Moore stated she was "deeply concerned" 
with some of Respondent's statements and noted that Respondent had shared that he had 
concerns. (Ibid.) 

26. On April 1, 2009, a meeting took place between Moore, Baron and 
Respondent to discuss the fact that Respondent would not be reinstated as Men's Basketball 
coach. Respondent.was provided a letter from Moore dated March 23, 2009, during the 
meeting; the evidence indicated the letter also may have been previously mailed to 
Respondent. In the letter, Moore informed Respondent that he would not be returning as 
head coach of Men's Basketball and would not have any other coaching position during the 
2009-2010 academic year and athletic season at LACC. She noted that Article 14, section E, 
subdivision 6, of the Collective Bargaining Agreement provided that a coaching assignment 
was a temporary assignment that could be "terminated at any time by the College President" 
and that "the reason(s) for termination [were to be] stated in writing." (Exhibit 10.) Moore 
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stated in the letter that she had "concluded that at this time it is not in the best interest of the 
college to have the Athletic Director also serve as an athletic coach. "  (Ibid) Baron 
suggested in his testimony that Moore s, decision was motivated by animus towards 
Respondent, rather than concerns about a potential conflict of interest in having the Athletic 
Director also in a position where he would essentially be overseeing himself.  

27  On April 2, 2009, Respondent wrote a letter to Moore, raising concerns that 
his being "fired" from his coaching position was based on his race (Exhibit 13.)  Gene Little 
(Little),, the Director of the Office of Diversity Programs, sent a letter to Respondent dated 
April 7, 2009, indicating Moore had sent Respondent's letter to Little Little asked 
Respondent to submit his claim of unlawful discrimination on the proper form, and he 
provided the form to Respondent (Exhibit 14) 

Iv Respondent Shredding of Documents 

A  THE PREPARATION AND RETENTION OF FoRM Is AND FORM 3 S PRIOR TO 
ANY SHREDDING 

28  In connection with its athletic program, and as part of the South Coast 
Conference, LACC was required to have a number of forms completed regarding its student 
athletes A Form 1 - Student Eligibility Report (Form 1) is a two-sided form initially 
completed by a student athlete that provides residency and prior educational information 
about the student..It is used to determine eligibility to play a sport at a community college in 
the District after a student has already been admitted to the college The top portion of the 
first side of the form indicates it is to be filled out by the student At the top of a Form 1, 
there is a direction to the student to "[c]omplete  and send this form to your conference 
commissioner prior to your first contest. "  (See, e.g.,  Exhibit 59, at Bates no Miller 0401 ) 
Included on the form are the student's address, the high school attended, any colleges or 
universities attended, the periods of time during which the student attended the school, 
college, or university, and the sports the student plays The Form 1 s also include a student's 
social security number, birth date, and home telephone number. The bottom portion of the 
first side of the Form Lis for "College Office Use Only. "  (Ibid) That portion is completed 
by the college to indicate whether a student has completed and is enrolled in sufficient units 
to be eligible to play, has a sufficient grade-point average to be eligible to play, and other 
information There are signature lines for the coach, Athletic Director, and Registrar's or 
Administrative Representative's signatures to verify the student's eligibility to participate in 
sports at the college (Ibid.) The second side of the Form 'I has a series of rules and 
representations by which the student athlete signifies agreement by signing at the bottom 
(Id. at Bates no Miller. 0420) 

29  Elizabeth Luna (Luna), nee Alcaraz, worked as The Athletics Department 
secretary for Respondent Her desk was in the main Athletics Department office, which was 
located just outside of and adjoining Respondent's private office (which had a door 
separating it from the main office area) Luna reported to Respondent from 2003 until 
February 2009 
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30. Luna was responsible for providing the Form 1 s to the coaches for LACC 
athletic teams. The coaches provided the Form 1 s to the students on their teams. After a 
student completed and signed a Form 1, the coach for the student athlete's sport signed it and 
returned it to Luna. Luna then provided the Form 1 to Respondent, who reviewed each Form 
1 before signing it as the Athletic Director and returning it to Luna. The Form 1 s next were 
forwarded to the Dean of Admissions or a senior supervisor in the Admissions office, where 
the units and grade-point average were completed on the Form 1 s and the Form 1 s were 
signed. There was no evidence that the representations in the Form 1 s as to the high schools 
attended were checked against the Admissions office records. Once the Admissions office 

. had completed the units and grade-point average information on the Form 1 s and signed 
them, the Form 1 s were returned to the Athletic Department office. After the Form 1 s were 
processed at LACC, Luna filed the original Form 1 s in the Athletic Department office and 
provided copies to the South Coast Conference Commissioner, Rich Kollen (Kollen). Luna 
was firm in her testimony that, once they were completed, the original Form 1 s were retained 
in the LACC Athletic Department office. 

31. Respondent contended the original Form Is were provided to Kollen, at least 
during the time period five years or more before April 2009, and only copies were retained in 
the Athletic Department office. Baron recalled the Form 1 s may have been triplicate forms 
and was not sure which portion of the triplicate form was retained in the Athletic Department 
office. Kollen testified the South Coast Conference retained copies of the Form 1 s. Luna's 
testimony was given great weight regarding the retention of the Form 1 s because she was not 
involved in the issues that are the subject of the Statement of Charges and because of the 
number of years she worked in the office and was responsible for filing the documents. 
Likewise, Kollen's testimony was given great weight, as he was a neutral third-party 
witness. 3  

32. A Form 3 - Tracer Eligibility/Census/Participant Report is a form filled out 
and submitted electronically that acts as a final roster fora. particular team. Form 3s are 
created using the information from Form Is only for the student athletes whose Form Is are 
fully completed for a particular team. The Form 3s include the students' names, social 
security numbers or identification numbers, the last institution attended (either the high 
school or college or university attended), whether the student attended an in-state or out-of-
state high school, date of enrollment at LACC, and other information. Some information 
included on a Form 1 is not included on a Form 3, such as a student's address or, if the 
student attended a college or university after high school, the high school attended. Form 3s 
are completed and submitted twice, the first time before the season begins to act as a team 
roster, and the second time after the season ends to confirm participation on the team during 
a season of eligibility. 

3  it is noted that Luna incorrectly recalled that the Form 1 s were forwarded to Jones, 
rather than the Admissions office, for signature after Respondent signed them. This error did 
not impact her credibility with respect to the retention of the original Form 1 s in the Athletic 
Department office, particularly given Kollen's confirmation of her testimony. 
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33  According to Luna, once a Form 3 was completed online, she printed the Form 
3 for the coach of that particular team, the coach reviewed and signed it, and then 
Respondent signed it The Form 3 for the 2008-2009 Men's Basketball team (Exhibit 60) 
indicated that, at least by the 2008-2009 seasons, the Form 3s were signed electronically 
("web signed") to verify signatures on the forms as part of the electronic submission to the 
South Coast Conference The Form 3s submitted at the end of the season reflected both 
when they were originally signed and submitted before the season began and when they were 
signed and submitted after the end of the season Luna placed the printed Form 3 s in the 
files for each team. 

34  Respondent acknowledged that only the Form 1 s could conclusively 
demonstrate whether a student athlete had represented his or her attendance at a California 
high school in connection with affirming eligibility to play on a team The Form 3s did not 
have that information 

3 5  In his role as Athletic Director, Respondent had Luna prepare, under his 
direction and with his input, a "South Coast Conference Program Review" for LACC, dated 
April 3, 2006 This review was performed to evaluate LACC's compliance with various laws 
and rules applicable to athletic programs in the Conference Respondent had Luna copy 
much of the. information for the review from a review performed by Long Beach City 
College, but Respondent told her what information to change for LACC and then examined 
and approved the final product Jones also participated in the South Coast Conference 
Program Review. The program review stated that the Form 1 s and Form 3s "for all sports 
are kept in the athletic office in the team sport files for two years, and then stored in locked 
file cabinets to maintain confidentiality, only the Athletic Director and the athletic 
department secretary have access to this documentation These permanent records date back 
to 1999. "   (Exhibit 1, at Bates no Miller 0071 [italics added]) 

36  Luna confirmed during her testimony that she kept the current and prior year 
team records locked in file cabinets close to her desk The cabinets for the current and prior 
years were not kept locked during the day, as they were in use; rather, the cabinets for those 
two years' worth of records were locked only when Luna left for the day. Records for earlier 
years were kept in gray boxes labeled with the year, the sport, the season, and what was 
included in each box in the order retained Contrary to the indication in the South Coast 
Conference Program Review, the gray boxes were kept wherever Luna could find storage 
space in the office, they were not kept in locked cabinets There was no dispute that some of 
the gray boxes contained old Form 1s 

37  The only time Luna shredded documents was when she made a defective copy 
of a document She never shredded Form Is because, as she understood it they were 
considered permanent student records The only shredder in the Athletic Department office 
when she worked there was her own personal shredder, which she took with her when she 
moved to a different department on February 1, 2009 
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38. • Luna's transfer to a different department was arranged by Kenneth Sherwood 
(Sherwood),  the President of the Academic Senate, an instructor in the Speech Department, 
and, at the time, the head coach of the Men's Badminton team. Sherwood was also very 
close friends with Respondent Respondent had spoken with Sherwood about a replacement 
for Luna for a few years, as Respondent and Luna did not get along with each other. 
Sherwood arranged for an exchange of positions between Luna and Helen Beaird (Beaird). 
Sherwood had known Beaird since she had been a student of his At about the same time 
Luna transferred out of the Athletic Department, Beaird became the secretary for the LACC 
Athletic Department, reporting to Respondent. 

39. Soon after Beaird started working in the Athletic Department, a shredder was 
placed in the Athletic Department office at the desk behind hers. Jones recalled having 
directed Respondent to order a shredder sometime in 2008. According to Jones, she was in a 
meeting with Respondent in the Athletic Department office, asked about the boxes in the 
office (which may have been in Respondent's inner office at the time), and learned from 
Respondent that the boxes contained old student records. Jones told Respondent the records 
could not be retained that way, as they were confidential, and directed Respondent to do 
something about them. Jones directed Respondent to buy a shredder and contact Kollen to 
find out what to do with the records. There was no evidence Respondent contacted Kollen at 
that time or took any other steps to learn whether any of the documents could be destroyed. 
Despite the fact that a shredder was subsequently ordered and placed in the Athletic 
Department office, Beaird only shredded documents, including any forms, when there were 
defects in the preparation of the documents and they could not be used. She did not shred 
final Form is. 

40. The evidence, viewed as a whole, established that the original Form 1 s for 
LACC student athletes were generally retained in the LACC Athletic Department office and 
that no Form is dating from 1999 onward had been destroyed before April of 2009. 

B.  THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE AUDIT DEPARTMENT'S REQUEST FOR 
FORM Is. 

41. On April 14, 2009, a letter dated April 13, 2009, from a special agent with the 
United States Department of Education, Office of Inspector General, Investigation Services, 
was hand delivered to Jeremy Villar (Villar) as the Associate Dean of Financial Aid at 
LACC. The letter stated the Office of Inspector General was conducting an inquiry into the 
financial aid eligibility of 25 selected students, and it requested copies of the students' files, 
including all admissions and financial aid documents. (Exhibit 1 5 .)  Villar sent an email on 
April 14, 2009, to Moore and others at LACC to notify them of the letter request. He noted 
in the email that the requested information was in the process of being gathered. (Exhibit 
16.) Baron learned of the federal investigation shortly thereafter, but he denied telling 
Respondent about it. Baron testified he learned of the federal investigation before the 
shredding that is the subject of this matter began. According to Baron, there were two 
federal investigators going from department to department asking for documents. Even 
though he was told to keep the matter "quiet," the investigation was "no secret" and, at some 
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point that Baron could not identify, "everybody knew" of it. Respondent testified he did not 
know of the investigation at that time 

42.  One week later, on April 21, 2009, the District's Internal Audit Department 
was notified by a whistleblower that five LACC Men's Basketball players during the 2008-
2009 season may have misrepresented their California residency on their applications for 
admission and on their Form 1 s It was also alleged that the Men's Basketball coach, who 
was Cleveland at the time, may have provided the student athletes with the fraudulent 
information that aided them in avoiding out-of-state tuition Respondent testified he was the 
whistleblower, Baron testified Respondent and two assistant coaches brought the issue to his 
attention, and either he or Respondent let Blanshard know of the issue Blanshard could not 
confirm the identity of any whistleblowers because of his obligation to maintain their 
confidentiality.  

43  On April 21,  2009, Blanshard requested that Baron provide copies of all Form 
Is for all sports for the three prior seasons' years, that is, 2006-2007, 2007-2008, and 2008-
2009 As set forth in Finding 14, Respondent had been the head Men's Basketball coach 
during the 2006-2007 and 2007-2008 seasons 

44  The same day, Baron sent an email to Respondent letting him know that 
Blanshard had requested copies of all Form is for all sports for 2006-2007, 2007-2008, and 
2008-2009 Baron indicated in the email that the District auditors were seeking information 
from "Trade and Southwest [other community colleges in the District] as well. "  (Exhibit 18, 
at Bates no Miller 0024) 

45  A little more than two hours after Baron sent his email to Respondent, 
Respondent forwarded a copy of Baron's email regarding the request for Form Is to Beaird 
When Respondent forwarded the email to Beaird, he included a response to Baron indicating 
he would ask Beaird to pull the Form 1 s Respondent also spoke to Beaird about pulling the 
Form is for the audit On April 22, 2009 (the next day), Beaird sent an email to Baron, 
copied to Respondent, stating that the office was unorganized, that they were searching for 
the forms, and that the forms were "all over the place. "  (Exhibit 18, at Bates no Miller 
0024.) Beaird clarified in her testimony that the forms were in labeled gray boxes around the 
office She looked for the requested Form 1 s by looking at the labels on the boxes, but was 
unable to find the requested Form is In her testimony, Beaird was unclear as to how much 
time she spent on April 21 and 22, 2009, looking for the forms, Beaird was performing her 
other job duties at the same time, and, as usual, there were people coming in and out of the 
office over the course of each day. No response was provided by Respondent or Beaird at 
that time as to whether the requested Form ,I s could be located..Beaird's testimony, along 
with the fact that no response was provided regarding the request for Form I Is. reflected that 
Beaird likely had not finished looking for the Form i s as of April 22, 2009 

460  Beaird recalled that during the time period when she was attempting to locate 
the Form 1 s, Respondent made a point of speaking on the phone with Kollen while he was 
near her in the office and of saying that she was there with him. She thought it strange that 
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he mentioned her presence to Kollen. She heard Respondent talking about forms but did not 
pay attention to the conversation. Beaird did not believe she was part of the conversation. 

47. Respondent contended he spoke to Kollen through the speaker on his cell 
phone so Beaird could have clarity on the retention periods for Form Is and Form s. 
According to Respondent, he asked how long the Form Is and Form 3 s were required to be 
kept, and Kollen specifically stated that they should be kept for five years. 

C.  THE SHREDDING OF DOCUMENTS IN THE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 
OFFICE. 

48. Starting on April 22 or 23, 2009, Beaird saw documents being shredded in the 
Athletic Department office by Ebony White (White), a student worker in the office, and a 
second person Beaird did not know. Beaird was uncomfortable about the shredding because 
of the pending audit and did not believe that any document destruction should be occurring 
until the audit was completed. She worked her normal hours on April 23, 2009, which were 
6:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 

49. Respondent admitted during the hearing that he had directed shredding of 
documents. He stated that a second shredder may have been brought in to the Athletic 
Department office to facilitate the shredding. Respondent admitted White did most of the 
shredding. Russell Ramsey (Ramsey) also assisted with the shredding. Ramsey is 
Respondent's half-uncle and was a coach at LACC. It was unclear from Respondent's 
testimony whether anyone else participated in the shredding; he recalled at least one other 
coach, Derrick Jackson (Jackson), may have assisted. Respondent's testimony reflected that 
he directed a large volume of shredding. 

50. On April 24, 2009, Beaird reported to work in the Athletic Department office. 
She found paper shredded all over the office, along with a note asking her to clean up the 
shredded paper. There were empty gray boxes, some with labels on them and others with the 
labels removed. Beaird became upset. She spoke to Sherwood, who was the first person she 
saw that morning, to express her concerns about the shredding and get some advice. There 
was no evidence presented as to what Sherwood advised in response. 4  

5 10  Beaird took pictures with her cell phone of the shredded papers and condition 
of the office as she found it on April 24, 2009. She took the pictures to demonstrate that she 
had not participated in the shredding. A number of pictures (Exhibit 53) were introduced 
into evidence by the District. Although Beaird was unable to confirm that these pictures 
were the pictures she took with her cell phone, the images were consistent with what she saw 
the morning of April 24, 2009, and her testimony strongly suggested they were the pictures 

4  Beaird's testimony was somewhat unclear as to whether she spoke to Sherwood 
about the shredding on April 23, 2009, or April 24, 2009, but the context of the testimony 
suggested that it was on April 24, 2009. 
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she had taken. Those images show shredded paper strewn over the floor, around a shredder 
full of shredded paper, and under a chair. The images also show many unlabeled boxes on 
cabinets and shelves, with some of the unlabeled boxes apparently stacked on top of others 
Some of the boxes appear to bear remnants of labels that had been removed The boxes that 
still had labels on them appear to have fairly detailed labels, consistent with Luna's and 
Beaird's testimony as to how the boxes were labeled One image (on page 3 of Exhibit 53) 
shows boxes with labels referring to records from 1995-1996, 2000-2001, and 2002 Beaird 
confirmed that the boxes in the pictures were the boxes that had been labeled and used to 
hold old forms, she also confirmed that the boxes were empty after the shredding and that 
there was no way to identify what had been destroyed because of missing labels As a 
whole, the pictures suggest a hurried shredding of documents that had previously been 
retained in the boxes Respondent denied there was any urgency to the shredding 

52.  At 7:43 a.m. on April 24, 2009, Beaird sent an email to Baron about the mess 
she found that morning The email explained 

Good morning Bruce, 

I am sending you this email, because Mike had some of his 
students shredding paperwork in the office and made a total 
miss and he had the nerve to leave me a note asking for me to 
clean up the mess that was left my his students I really feel 
insulted that he thinks that I am his personal custodian If you 
could just see our office that they left like this for two days and 
now he wants me to clean it up and I AM NOT GOING TO 
CLEAN UP THE MESS THEY LEFT. 

I am really trying to deal with Mike but he needs to get his self 
together because some time I don't know rather he is coming or 
going Also I took pictures of the office and how his players or 
friends left the office and she needs for them to come back and 
clean it up not me. 

I guess after the audit, he has decided to have the students and 
coaches come to his side instead of mind now which is in nice. 

5  One image (page 5 of Exhibit 53) shows a number of open, empty boxes on the 
floor. Beaird's testimony indicated that picture did not reflect how the boxes looked when 
she arrived at her office, but rather demonstrated that the boxes were empty when she 
arrived. 
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I am very sorry to have to email you on these issues but he is not 
an easy person to work with. If I have any other concerns I am 
going to email you. 

Helene 

(Exhibit 18, at Bates no Miller 0025 [typographical and other errors in original].) Beaird left 
the office for the day after sending the email. 

53.  At 4:49 p.m. on April 24, 2009, Respondent sent Baron an email to explain the 
shredding 

Bruce 

Helene went home today with a headache; which I may have 
caused by asking her to get the office cleaned-up (I meant for 
her to call custodial-not for her to do so herself). Because 
custodial was not called; I did so myself. The cause of this mess 
was the destruction of old documents in the office (some go 
back 20 years). 

This project was initiated, in response to your request to find 
recent documents for the auditors. I asked Helene to start the 
process and also reorganize the office files etc. (which she has 
started on). Helene pointed out that these old form 1 's and 
student/team/personnel records are not being kept under locked 
storage. We have a very limited space to store locked records; 
so I called the Commissioner to get clarification as to what we 
should be storing etc. Helene wrote down his answer, which was 
we should save for five years. . . .We are in the process of moving 
those records into locked storage and ridding ourselves of the 
old records. 

Helene will continue to re-organize the files and destroy the old 
records; which contain Social Security numbers, birth dates, 
addresses; as well as travel and medical records. 

Thank you for your patience. 

(Exhibit L, at Bates no. 000034 [typographical and other errors in original].) The email was 
copied to Beaird, but she denied ever having seen it. 
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54. During the hearing, Respondent contended that the impetus for the shredding 
was Beaird's email complaining about the office being a disorganized mess, following 
Jones's prior directive in 2008 for him to shred the unneeded documents. 

55. Contrary to Respondent's statements in his April 24, 2009 email to Baron, 
Beaird did not recall being asked by Respondent to start the process of destroying old 
documents in the office While she recalled that she might have mentioned to Respondent 
that the records should have been retained in locked storage, she did not believe there was 
very limited space to store locked records, she noted there was a cabinet with locks used for 
storage of paper and printer cartridges that could have been used to store records. Beaird 
denied having written down any statement by Kollen to the effect that records should be 
saved for five years. She noted that she was not a party to the discussion Respondent had 
with Kollen Beaird was not sure if Respondent ever told her that the records should be 
saved for five years. However, Beaird did not destroy any old Form 1 s and did not recall any 
discussion with Respondent about doing so. 

56  Beaird contended that, had she seen it, she would have responded to 
Respondent's April 24, 2009 email to Baron because it falsely indicated she was destroying 
old records. 

57  At 4:26 p.m. on April 24, 2009, after shredding had already taken place, 
Respondent wrote an email to Kollen purporting to confirm his conversation with Kollen 

Rich, 

Thank you for your clarification earlier this week of how long 
we should save Form Is, Form 3 s and student records. You 
indicated to me and Helene that 5 years is what you require 
Because Helene has pointed out that these records should be 
kept secured, and that most have not been secured under lock 
and key, and because we have a very limited space to store 
locked records, we are attempting to rid ourselves of the records 
from prior to 2004. 

See you at the meeting next week. 

M 

(Exhibit 19, at Bates no D 0884 ) Respondent's email to Kollen did not tell him that 
Respondent was shredding documents based on their conversation. Respondent copied 
Baron and Beaird on the email Neither Baron, Beaird, nor Kollen responded to the email 

58.  At 5:41 p.m. on April 24, 2009, Baron wrote an email to Respondent asking 
him to document the information he had given Baron earlier that day regarding the 
conversation with Kollen about records retention and the disarray in the office. Baron wrote 
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that he "believe [d] it's important to document the activity that has been occurring today 
regarding document shredding." (Exhibit 18, at Bates no. Miller 0026.) The emails 
introduced in evidence reflect that, when Baron sent this email, Respondent had already 
written the emails to Baron and Kollen set forth in Findings 53 and 57. 

59. By the time Baron received the information about document shredding, he 
understood that the federal investigation was focused on Respondent. Despite this 
knowledge and his knowledge that the Internal Audit Department had specifically requested 
Form Is, he did not immediately instruct Respondent to stop shredding documents. Baron 
contended he went to the Athletic Department office and made photocopies of the labels for 
the empty boxes. He noted that the majority of or all the labels he copied were outside the 
asserted five-year retention period. Baron surmised that most of the documents that had been 
shredded were useless or routine correspondence, although his testimony reflected that Form 
Is may have been among the documents shredded. Respondent also contended that only 
documents more than five years old were shredded, and he never denied that Form Is were 
among the shredded documents. None of the copies of the box labels Baron testified he 
made were introduced in evidence, even though he testified he provided them to attorneys 
representing Respondent. Given the lack of copies of the labels, and considering the pictures 
introduced into evidence showing many boxes without labels after the shredding, Baron's and 
Respondent's testimony as to the date range of the documents shredded cannot be considered 
reliable. 6  

D. THE EVENTS CONCERNING BEAIRD'S COMPUTER IMMEDIATELY AFTER 
THE DOCUMENT SHREDDING. 

60. After leaving for the day early on April 24, 2009 (a Friday), Beaird did not 
return to the office until April 28, 2009 (the following Tuesday). When she arrived that 
morning, her computer was already on. She could not log on to the computer; the computer 
indicated she was administratively locked out of the system. It appeared to Beaird that 
someone else had been on her computer. Beaird became very angry, called Baron and 
possibly Sherwood about the issue, and left for the day. 

6  As set forth in Findings 87 and 95, post, there was an independent investigation that 
was conducted on behalf of the District concerning the shredding. The investigation report 
prepared as a result (Exhibit 45) references copies of labels from the boxes of shredded 
documents. (Ibid. at Bates no. D 0659.) Even if those copies existed at one time, they could 
not have been considered conclusive evidence of the documents that were shredded. There 
was no evidence Respondent made copies of all the labels for the boxes of documents 
shredded while the shredding was occurring, so any copies would have been made by Baron. 
Beaird's testimony made clear that by the time Baron could have made copies of any labels 
remaining on boxes, many of the labels were missing. The fact that many boxes were 
missing labels after the shredding is reflected in the pictures about which Beaird testified. 
(See Exhibit 53.) 
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61 .  Beaird had not let any of the student workers use her computer because she 
understood they were not to use her work station. It was also unnecessary for a student to 
use her work station, as there was another work station used by the students on a desk near 
her work station 

62  During the afternoon of April 28, 2009, Respondent sent an email to Diane 
Hayes (Hayes) confirming .a call he and White had with Hayes earlier, that day. Hayes was a 
union representative for secretaries The email stated that White had used Beaird's computer 
to do online research on April 27, 2009, as Beaird was out of the office Respondent further 
confirmed that he had White use his login information, since White did not have a password, 
and that White had placed the computer on standby instead of logging out Respondent's 
email reflected that Hayes told Respondent to have White log out next time. (Exhibit 21.) 

63  Hayes forwarded Respondent's email to Moore and Baron, indicating that she 
believed the explanation was satisfactory and reflecting her belief that White's failure to log 
out of Beaird's computer, had caused Beaird's problem in accessing the computer system 
Without comment, Moore forwarded the email chain to Sherwood The fact that Baron and 
Sherwood became involved in the communications regarding Beaird's problems in accessing 
her computer was consistent with Beaird's testimony to the effect that she had raised with 
Baron and possibly Sherwood the issue of her inability to access the computer system 

64  The Statement of Charges does not include any contention that Respondent 
improperly arranged for White to access, change, or delete information on Beaird's computer.  
Nonetheless, it is noted that Beaird had not used her computer in between the time she left 
early on April 24, 2009, and the time she arrived on April 28, 2009, only to find she could 
not access the LACC computer system The timing of White's alleged use of Beaird's 
computer provides additional context to the testimony and computer issues that are the 
subject of this proceeding, discussed in Findings 77, 132, and 140-141e, post 

E  Tim DIRECTIVE TO STOP SHREDDING 

65  During the evening on April 28, 2009, Baron sent an email to Respondent 
directing him to "cease and desist from any further shredding of documents. "  (Exhibit, 18, at 
Bates nos Miller 0027-Miller 0028.) Baron noted in the email that he was attaching the 
District's administrative regulation on shredding, which he had been "told by our District 
legal staff, would supercede [sic] any directive from the COA [apparently referring to the 
Commission on Athletics]. "  (Ibid) That regulation, District Board Rule 7708 et seq., had 
been forwarded to Baron via email by Eric Kim (Kim), the Assistant General Counsel for the 
District, earlier that day. (Exhibit 7, at Bates no D 1013 ) Baron recommended that 
Respondent immediately make a list of the documents Respondent believed should be 
destroyed, including the name of the document, the form number, and the date of each 
document Baron additionally recommended that Respondent have Beaird set up a 
professional filing system, as the District took the position that the Form 1 s were "part of the 
'permanent student record. "'  (Ibid) He also asked Respondent to provide a status update on 
the Form Is requested by Blanshard 
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66. Respondent ceased shredding documents when instructed to do so by Baron. 
He was unable to identify the number of days in April 2009 during which documents had 
been shredded in the Athletic Department office. In an email dated April 29, 2009, 
Respondent indicated he would have Beaird continue to look for the Form Is, and he listed 
the documents (mostly by sport and year only) he believed should be destroyed, but not the 
documents that had been destroyed. However, he failed to identify the types of documents 
(such as the form numbers) for each sport he was including on the list. (Exhibit 22, at Bates 
no. D0888.) Notably missing from the list of documents Respondent believed should be 
destroyed in his April 29, 2009 email were any documents for Men's Basketball, suggesting 
at least some of them may already have been destroyed at that point. 

67. Baron forwarded Respondent's email to Kim, who responded that, given the 
pending investigation and the uncertainty as to the nature of the remaining documents, the 
documents were to be retained Kim noted that Form 1 s were student records and therefore 
permanent records under the Board rules. (Exhibit 18, at Bates no. Miller 0030.) Baron 
responded to Respondent's email on April 30, 2009, requesting that no further destruction of 
documents take place at all, that the appropriate number of locked file cabinets be ordered to 
store the files, and that Beaird create a professional system for filing the documents. (Exhibit 
18, at Bates no. Miller 0033.) 

F.  SOME FoRM 1 S COULD NOT BE LOCATED AFTER THE DOCUMENT 
SHREDDING. 

68. Baron recalled that Respondent or Beaird gave him hard copies of the Form is 
that were able to be located in the Athletic Department office. He recalled receiving the 
Form Is the same week as the request for Form is was made, although he was not sure. 
Baron was also not sure that all the requested Form is had been located, but he did not recall 
Blanshard stating that there were Form is missing. However, on June 3, 2009, almost one 
and one-half months after the Form i s had originally been requested, Baron wrote an email 
to Blanshard, attaching copies of the Men's Basketball Form 3s for 2006-2007 and 2008-
2009, as well as copies of the Men's Basketball Form is for 2007-2008, stating "[w]e are 
having trouble finding all the Form is but I do have Form 3 s which should help track down 
the student information. Attached, is what Helene has found in the Athletics Office." 
(Exhibit 38, at first page.) This email reflects that some Form is had not been located. 

69a. According to Blanshard, some of the Form Is he requested during the audit 
were never located at LACC. Specifically, the Forms Is for the Men's Basketball team for 
the 2006-2007 season, were never located at LACC or provided in response to the audit 
request. In contrast, the Statement of Charges alleges that the staff member Respondent 
asked to gather the Form is (presumably Beaird) could not find the 2009 Form is for Men's 
Basketball. The Statement of Charges is consistent with an investigation report prepared 
with respect to the shredding of documents, in connection with which Beaird was 
interviewed (discussed at Finding 95, post.) Beaird could not recall during her testimony 
which Form is had or had not been located. 
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69b Because the five problematic Form 1 s for the 2008-2009 Men's Basketball 
season were introduced in evidence (Exhibit 59), it is clear that those Form 1 s ultimately 
were located Respondent testified that when he acted as a whistleblower regarding the 
misrepresentations on Men's Basketball players' applications for admission and Form 1 s, he 
provided the relevant Form Is to Blanshard Given Respondent's testimony indicating that 
he had already provided those Form 1 s to Blanshard before the Form 1 s for all sports were 
ever requested by Blanshard, the 2009 Men's Basketball Form 1 s may have appeared to be 
missing to Beaird when she could not find them While the discrepancy between Blanshard's 
testimony, and the Statement of Charges raises some concern as to whether any Form 1s 
actually could not be located, Respondent failed to introduce evidence sufficient to establish 
that the Forms 1 s for the Men's Basketball team for the 2006-2007 season were actually 
located and provided to Blanshard It is noted that Blanshard had no demonstrated reason to 
misstate the status of the Form 1 s Overall, the District thus established that the Form 1 s for 
the LACC 2006-2007 Men's Basketball season were never located or provided to Blanshard 
in response to the Audit Department's request for Form Is; the District did not establish that 
the Form Is for the 2008-2009 Men's Basketball season could not be located 

70  Respondent failed to introduce any evidence indicating that any of the 
requested Form 1 s, except the 2009 Men's Basketball Form 1 s, had been removed from the 
Athletic Department office or destroyed before Blanshard made the request for Form 1 s on 
April 21, 2009 While Beaird apparently had conflicts with Respondent, there was no 
evidence she destroyed the missing Form 1 s As noted in Finding 59, Respondent never 
denied Form is were among the shredded documents He failed to introduce any reliable 
evidence to show that the shredding was limited to documents that were five or more years 
old as of the time shredding began Viewed as a whole, the evidence reflected that the 
missing Form is for the Men's Basketball team for the 2006-2007 season were most likely 
destroyed during the shredding Respondent directed in April 2009, after the Audit 
Department made the request for Form Is. The missing Form Is. were included in the Form 
Is requested by the Audit Department 

V  The Erasure of the Hard Drive on Respondent's District-Provided Computer 

A. 'LACC EMPLOYEES' NOTICE OF THE DISTRICT'S COMPUTER USE 
POLICIES 

71  When an employee of LACC logged onto a District computer with his or her 
username and password, a page appeared on the computer screen notifying the employee of 
the District's policies regarding computer use In particular, District Administrative 
Regulations B-27 and B-28 would appear on the screen Before being able to complete the 
login process, the employee was required to click on a box labeled "ACCEPT" on the screen, 
acknowledging that the employee had read and agreed to the guidelines set forth in District 
Administrative Regulations B-27 and B-28 These policies were also available on the 
District's website and easily locatable through a Google search engine on the website 
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720  If an employee left his or her computer on for days or weeks at a time, the 
employee could circumvent the login process and avoid having to signify agreement with the 
District's policies regarding computer use. However, according to Juan Mendoza 
(Mendoza), the Information Technology (IT) Department Manager for LACC, it was 
understood that employees had agreed to the policies by using their computers. Moreover, 
leaving a computer on for days or weeks wasted energy and could cause the loss of data in 
the event of a power spike. As a result, the IT Department recommended in a few 
communications through the years that employees shut down their computers at the end of 
each day. The IT Department also regularly recommended that employees change their 
passwords from the default password created for each employee so that others would not 
have access to data on District-issued, computers. 

73. Only IT Department staff could make any hardware or software modifications 
to (including the deletion or installation of software on) the systems on a District-issued 
computer. (Finding 13, ante.) It was a violation of District policy for an employee to take 
computer hardware or software from District or college facilities for any purpose without 
prior written approval. (Finding 12, ante.) According to Mendoza, for a laptop computer, it 
was understood the computer might be used offsite. For a desktop computer, no such 
understanding was in place, and an employee would need to check in with the Sheriffs 
Department (which ran the campus police) before taking a desktop computer off campus. 
Mendoza also explained that while an individual employee might have control over 
particular data files and might be able to delete such files from a District-issued computer, 
the installation or uninstallation of operating systems and software programs required 
administrative-level (IT staff) access pursuant to the regulations cited above. 

B.  RESPONDENT'S REPORT OF COMPUTER PROBLEMS TO THE INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT. 

74. If an employee had problems with his or her computer, there was a help desk 
line that an employee could call at any time. There was also a web interface to which 
employees could submit requests at any time. One of the IT Department employees who 
reported to Mendoza and who regularly responded to help desk calls was Humberto Perez 
(Perez),  a Senior Computer Network Support Specialist and supervisor in the IT Department 

75. During the afternoon of April 24, 2009, Perez responded to an urgent call 
Respondent made to the IT Department's help desk line requesting assistance with his login 
to his District-issued computer. When Perez was unable to assist Respondent by attempting 
remote access to Respondent's computer, Perez went to Respondent's office. It was just 
before 2:00 p.m.; as noted in Finding 52, Beaird had left early that day after finding the 
remnants of the shredding. Perez found that Respondent's computer was set without the 
usual login screen and without any password requirement. Respondent told Perez he had 
allowed a student to try to "fix" his system because it had been running very slowly. When 
Perez informed Respondent of the District policy prohibiting non-IT Department staff from 
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performing IT-related tasks on District computers, Respondent acknowledged the policy but 
indicated the student was just trying to help 

76  In working on Respondent's District-issued computer, Perez discovered it had 
a fresh installation of the operating system, with a reformatted hard drive and a loss of all 
prior data and applications The computer was no longer configured to access the LACC 
network.,None of the standard LACC software applications was installed, and there were no 
user accounts or documents The computer's hard drive had been completely erased 
(sometimes  referred to as "wiped clean") This was something Perez had never seen before 
in his years working in the IT Department for the District In place of the standard LACC 
operating system on Respondent's computer, Windows XP Home Edition had been installed, 
LACC's operating system was Windows XP Professional As Perez worked on Respondent's 
computer, Respondent asked Perez to relocate an existing computer station in the outer office 
to Respondent's office and to copy the documents and email messages he had saved on a 
flash drive to this other computer. Perez was able to move the documents from the flash 
drive to that computer, but not the email messages, as they had not transferred to the flash 
drive Perez then took Respondent's LACC computer to the IT Department office to install 
the standard LACC software applications and operating system 

77  As context, the day the erasure of Responde nt's hard drive was discovered, 
April 24, 2009, was the same day Beaird arrived in the morning and discovered the extensive 
remnants of shredding When Respondent was having difficulties logging onto his 
computer, Beaird had already left for the day. As additional context, April 24, 2009, was the 
last day Beaird had used her computer before April 28, 2009, when she arrived to discover 
she was unable to log into the LACC computer system 

78  After working on Respondent's LACC-issued computer, Perez wrote an email 
to Baron, which was copied to Mendoza, reporting the events from earlier that day regarding 
Respondent's LACC computer. (Exhibit 20.) At the time, Mendoza reported to Baron 
Mendoza also called Baron on April 24, 2009, and discussed the situation with him 
Mendoza told Baron that the reconfiguration and reformatting of Respondent's computer 
were not allowed, that the investigation would continue, and that he would keep Baron 
informed Like Perez, Mendoza had never before during his 20 years working for the 
District heard of a District computer having an entirely new operating system installed by the 
user.  

79  Mendoza had Perez remove the hard drive that had improperly been wiped 
clean and reconfigured from Respondent's computer. He then took possession of the hard 
drive and had Perez reinstall and reconfigure the standard LACC operating system and 
software applications on a different hard drive in Respondent's LACC computer. Perez spent 
over three hours working to fix the computer. Mendoza kept the hard drive that had 

7  Perez had been contacted by Respondent in the past about computer problems, 
further demonstrating Respondent's knowledge that the IT Department provided assistance 
with such problems, when needed. 
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improperly been wiped clean and reconfigured locked in a drawer in his office. Given the 
unusual nature of what had occurred, he knew there was a possibility that the IT Department 
would be asked to try to recover information from the hard drive. 

C.  RESPONDENT'S ADMISSION THAT HE ERASED THE HARD DRIVE ON HIS 
LACC COMPUTER. 

80. Respondent did not tell Mendoza or Perez that he had the hard drive on his 
LACC computer erased It was not until Baron spoke with Respondent that Respondent 
finally admitted he had his LACC computer taken off campus and the hard drive of the 
computer erased Respondent explained to Baron he had personal files on the computer 
relating to a former lawsuit with the District and with respect to the harassment and 
discrimination he asserted he was undergoing. Respondent said he was concerned that, 
because Sherwood had allegedly threatened him and Beaird purportedly had been told to 
keep ajournal on Respondent's activities (allegations that are discussed more, post), someone 
would access his personal files on his computer to discover information about his pending 
discrimination claim against Moore. Respondent told Baron he did not believe he needed to 
provide this explanation to Perez. Respondent further testified he was untruthful with Perez 
because he did not want to be required to answer any questions as to why he erased the hard 
drive; he did not feel it was appropriate for Perez to know the nature of the information 
erased. 

81. Respondent contended he did not believe there was a "tremendous amount of 
harm done" in telling the lie to LACC IT staff. Baron contended he sympathized with 
Respondent's having been untruthful with Perez because of the circumstances under which 
he perceived Respondent was working. 

82. During his testimony, Respondent additionally justified the hard drive erasure 
because he had been documenting frauds, one purportedly involving Sherwood and Moore in 
connection with the Badminton team, and two purportedly involving the Men's Basketball 
team (an alleged academic fraud and fraud involving Form 1 s). He had also been 
documenting issues he perceived with respect to the Baseball coach. As Respondent 
explained it, he wanted to erase his hard drive to purge the old materials from it and have a 
clean slate going forward indicating that he would then know what might have been added to 
his computer. 

83. Respondent admitted he had Ramsey take his District-issued computer off 
campus to have the hard drive erased. Respondent paid Ramsey $200 to cover the cost of the 
hard drive erasure. He did not ask to have the operating system changed, but he had no idea 
where Ramsey took his computer for the work to be done or who performed the work. 
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VI  The Events Surrounding Respondent's Being Placed on Paid Administrative Leave 
and the Independent Investigation of Respondent's Shredding and Hard Drive 
Erasure 

84  On May 18, 2009, Perez and Mendoza were each questioned by two agents 
from the United States Department of Education about the missing data from Respondents 
computer. After Perez recounted the events from April 24, 2009, the agents explained to 
Mendoza that they wished to attempt to recover data from the hard drive removed from 
Respondent's LACC computer. Mendoza informed the agents they would need al subpoena 
Later that May, Mendoza surrendered Respondent's hard drive to federal agents pursuant to a 
subpoena Both Perez and Mendoza kept Baron informed of these events Baron also met 
two or three times with federal agents, although he was unable to specify the dates of the 
meetings 

85  By letter and federal grand jury subpoena dated May. 19, 2009, the United 
States Department of Education - Office of the Inspector General requested Respondent's 
LACC personnel file from LACC in connection with an official criminal investigation 
(Exhibit, 34, at Bates nos Miller 0382-Miller 0385) 

86  Baron advised Respondent, in person with Myra Siegel (Siegel), then the Vice 
President of Student Services at LACC, and by letter dated May 21 , 2009, that he was being 
placed on paid administrative leave effective immediately, pending an investigation. The 
reason provided for the leave was Respondent's shredding of documents and the need to 
secure his office during the investigation Although Baron believed Respondent should not 
be disciplined, Baron contended he had no choice other than to provide this letter to 
Respondent He needed to retain his job, and he believed Moore would force him out of his 
position if he refused Baron asserted the letter was drafted by Camille Goulet (Goulet),. the 
General Counsel for the District 

87.  As Deputy Chancellor for the District, Barrera had administrative 
responsibility for, among other things, human resources and information technology. When 
Barrera first became aware of the concerns about Respondent, she recommended that an 
external investigation take place The District retained Jack B Clarke, Jr (Clarke), of the 
law firm of Best, Best & Krieger LLP, to conduct an independent investigation into the 
shredding of documents and the erasure of Respondent's hard drive 

88  On May 21, 2009, the same day Baron advised Respondent he was being 
placed on paid administrative leave, Siegel forwarded Villar's April 14, 2009 email regarding 
the Department of Education's inquiry into the financial aid eligibility of student athletes to 
Baron Siegel indicated in the email chain that Baron had requested Villar's April 14, 2009 
email (Exhibit 16.) Baron sent a return email to Siegel asking whether it "ha[d] something 
to do with" Respondent (Ibid.) As set forth in Finding 41, Baron contended he had learned 
that the federal investigation was focused on Respondent and financial aid earlier, in April 
2009 It was unclear why Baron sought a copy of Villar's email, given the fact that he was 
already aware of the investigation 
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89. Kevin D. Jeter (Jeter), the District's Associate General Counsel, notified 
Respondent of the subpoena and of the fact that the District would not provide legal counsel 
to represent Respondent by letter dated May 22, 2009. Jeter's letter stated that Respondent 
would not be provided representation because of the criminal nature of the subpoena. 
(Exhibit 34, at Bates no Miller 0381.) 

90. On June 2, 2009, Respondent filed an official complaint of unlawful 
discrimination against Moore based on his race (white), age (45), and retaliation. 
Respondent contended Moore improperly placed him on paid administrative leave in 
retaliation for filing complaints of discrimination and misuse of public funds, that Moore 
removed Respondent as head Men's Basketball coach because of his race, age, and in 
retaliation for filing complaints of discrimination and misuse of public funds, and that Moore 
improperly referred to Respondent as "the old white guy" when discussing the coaching 
position with other employees. 

91. On June 19, 2009, Respondent was allowed to come to the Athletic 
Department office, under Baron's supervision, to finish cleaning out his personal effects. At 
approximately the same time, Baron was setting up interviews with witnesses to be 
conducted as part of Clarke's independent investigation of the shredding and hard drive 
erasure. Baron contended he did not speak to Respondent regarding the investigation. 

92. On July 3, 2009, Baron ceased working at LACC. On July 5, 2009, he 
emailed from a personal email account a copy ofthe District's audit report on the fraud in 
Men's Basketball (which he apparently took with him when he left LACC) to a District union 
grievance officer who was representing Respondent during the District's investigation. 
Baron stated in his email that he believed Respondent was forthcoming about the shredding 
and that if Respondent was to be punished for it, "virtually every employee at the college 
must be punished as well." (Exhibit N, at Bates no. 000038.) This communication reflects 
that Baron was assisting Respondent in preparing for his interviews in connection with the 
investigation of the shredding and erasure of the hard drive. 

93. By letter dated July 16, 2009, Moore confirmed that an administrative 
investigation into the shredding and hard drive erasure was underway and that Clarke was 
conducting the investigation. Moore informed Respondent of his rights, and she also 
informed him that his failure to answer Clarke's questions truthfully could subject him to 
discipline, up to and including termination. Respondent participated in interviews in 
connection with the investigation. It was only after he received Moore's July.  16, 2009 letter 
that Respondent acquiesced in telling Clarke he had given his computer to Ramsey to have 
the hard drive erased. 

94. On August 13, 2009, Little issued a report to Barrera finding that Respondent's 
allegations of unlawful discrimination and retaliation on Moore's part were not substantiated. 
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95.  On August 17, 2009, Clarke issued his report regarding Respondent's 
shredding of documents and erasure of his hard drive The interview results set forth in the 
report were generally consistent with the chain of events described above.,It is noted that, as 
set forth in the report, Beaird contended she could not locate Form Is and Form 3 s, including 
the Form Is for the 2009 Men's Basketball team. (Exhibit 45, at Bates no. D 0658) The 
report did not mention any missing Form 1 s for any other time period, although Blanshard 
was not interviewed in connection with the investigation The report concluded that there 
was sufficient evidence to show Respondent failed to follow District policy regarding records 
retention and shredding, but recommended that "the full facts surrounding this finding be 
considered. "  (Exhibit 45, at Bates no D 0669.) Clarke further concluded that there was 
sufficient evidence to support the allegation that Respondent did not follow District policy 
and allowed a District computer to be taken off campus to have the hard drive erased without 
authorization or approval (1bid) 

VII The Hiring ofAssistant Baseball Coach Mark Talmo 

96  Clarke's investigation did not deal with the any allegations that Respondent 
had improperly approved the hiring of an assistant Men's Baseball coach Instead, the facts 
giving rise to the third alleged basis for dismissal in this matter were uncovered 
independently Those facts are set forth immediately below,  

97  On December 16, 2008, before the start of the Men's Baseball season, George 
Hinshaw (Hinshaw), the head Men's Baseball coach, emailed Respondent with a request to 
hire a second assistant coach One assistant coach, Freddie Toliver (Toliver), had already 
been hired in September 2008 Hinshaw's request to Respondent conformed with the first 
step in the revised process for hiring coaching staff mandated by Moore, which was effective 
December 2008. (Exhibit E.) 

980  The hiring process for coaching staff required that the head coach begin a 
recruitment effort that would last at least two weeks, including posting an announcement for 
an assistant coaching position with a description of the duties, the time commitment, and the 
qualifications The process also required that the posting be sent to other District campuses, 
that an announcement be made with approved athletic organizations for that sport, and that 
there be networking with other coaches and athletic contacts At the end of the recruitment 
period, interested candidates would be reviewed and interviewed by the head coach and 
Miller to "make sure they me[t] the qualifications and needs of the position. "  (Exhibit F, at 
Bates no 00002 1.) The final candidate was to be presented to the Vice President for 
Administrative Services for approval and final recommendation to the President, who would 
serve as the final approver prior to hire 

99  The revised process was consistent with Article 14, section E. subdivision 6, 
of the Collective Bargaining Agreement, which provided that "Coaching and Assistant 
Coaching assignments are temporary assignments offered and/or terminated by the Athletic 
Director subject to the approval. of the College President and may be terminated at any time 
by the College President. "  (Exhibit 6 at Bates no D 0634) 
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100. Respondent testified that Hinshaw said he wanted to find someone who could 
help him recruit more players. He specifically mentioned, prior to starting the hiring process, 
that he wanted to have a white assistant coach who could help recruit more white players. 
Hinshaw is African-American, as is Toliver. 

10 1 . Toliver confirmed Hinshaw's comments during his testimony. According to 
Toliver, Hinshaw said he wanted to hire a white assistant baseball coach to enhance the 
program in terms of "getting into the white community. "  Toliver told Hinshaw he thought it 
would help. 

102. Pursuant to the hiring procedure for coaching staff, the posting for the job was 
sent or faxed to other District campuses via a letter from Respondent directed to athletic 
directors. (Exhibit E, at Bates no. 000022.) The posting stated that: 

There is ajob opening as an assistant baseball coach at Los 
Angeles City College. We need a coach that will have a 
fulltime commitment and the following qualifications: capable 
of throwing batting practice and hitting ground balls, and 
flyballs; must have a valid California driver's license. The coach 
will help in coordinating our recruiting efforts, and help with 
summer recruitment and weight training. The job pays $8900.00 
and I am looking to fill the position ASAP 

Please have applicants mail or e-mail resumes first to the 
athletic director, Mike Miller ...  

(Ibid.) The evidence reflected that Hinshaw also engaged in limited networking in recruiting 
candidates for the second Men's Baseball assistant coach position. There was no 
documentary evidence that any announcements for the position were made with approved 
athletic organizations for baseball. Mark Talmo (Talmo), was the only formal applicant for 
the position. Talmo is white. Hinshaw interviewed a second person, but that person declined 
to proceed with the process. 

103. Talmo's resume showed that his primary occupation was as owner/operator of 
a landscaping business. However, he engaged in private baseball instruction, had played on 
a variety of baseball teams, including semi-professional teams, and had also acted as a 
manager for some of those teams during the same time periods he played for them. Talmo's 
resume indicated that he had been an infielder and batting coach for the Seabury Hall High 
School team in 2003, he had been part of a Los Angeles Dodgers scout team from 2006 to 
2007, he had been a baseball coach for the Sage Hill Varsity Baseball team in 2007, and 
from 2007 to the time the resume was prepared, he had acted as the head Junior Varsity 
Baseball coach for Newport Harbor High School. It is noted that the face of the resume 
submitted in evidence indicates it was prepared no earlier than sometime in 2009, as some 
listed date ranges were through "2009. "  (Exhibit E, at Bates no. 000023.) 
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1 04 On January, 8, 2009, Hinshaw emailed Respondent to inform him the 
recruitment process for finding a second assistant Men's Baseball coach was completed The 
email stated the posting for the position had been mailed to all District schools and that 
Hinshaw had networked with other college coaches from a different school district Hinshaw 
described Talmo, the one applicant, as "a gentleman and a fine baseball man" and noted that 
they were "fortunate indeed to be able to get his services." (Exhibit E, at Bates no. 000025.) 
The email did not indicate that Talmo's resume was included. Respondent forwarded the 
email to Baron to show that the hiring process had been followed 

105. Respondent concluded that Talmo met the minimum qualifications for the job 
after reviewing Talmo's resume and interviewing him. According to Respondent, the 
minimum qualifications for the assistant coaching position. were an A.A. degree and six years 
of coaching experience, or a B A degree and four years of coaching experience The posting 
for the position had not listed these needed qualifications 

106. Talmo's resume shows he had an A A degree from Orange Coast College and 
that he had attended Concordia University. No B.A. degree is listed. Because, according to 
Respondent, the time periods during which Talmo was a scout and a player/manager for 
various teams constituted coaching experience, Talmo's resume indicates he met the six 
years' coaching experience requirement for someone with an A.A. degree. The face of his 
resume also indicates he met the requirements listed in the posting of being able to throw 
batting practice and hit ground balls and fly balls. (Exhibit E, at Bates no. 000023.) 

107. Respondent testified he approved the hiring of Talmo as the second assistant 
Men's Baseball coach in early 2009 because he met the minimum qualifications for the 
position and was the only applicant The season was also set to start in less than a week from 
that time. Talmo was hired as the second assistant Men's Baseball coach sometime between 
January 8 and January 1 5, 2009. Talmo is white. 

108. Baron also approved the hiring of Talmo. He never heard Talmo was hired to 
attract white baseball players The evidence indicated Moore ultimately approved the hiring 
of Talmo. There was no evidence she was told Talmo was hired to attract white players 
before approving Talmo's hiring. 

109. Respondent admitted he subjectively did not believe Talmo met the 
qualifications for the position because he did not have sufficient coaching experience at the 
community college level. Respondent contended community college coaching experience is 
different from high school or semi-professional coaching experience Nevertheless, because 
Talmo met the objective requirements for the position, he approved Talmo's hiring 
Respondent contended his job was to support the coaches There was no evidence 
Respondent let Baron or Moore know he did not believe Talmo was qualified for the 
position 
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I 10. In 2009, Kristine Kwong (Kwong), then an attorney at Hinshaw & Culbertson 
LLP, conducted an investigation on behalf of the District. The investigation concerned a 
complaint filed by a parent of a student on the Men's Baseball team against Hinshaw. As set 
forth in the introduction of the October 9, 2009 report Kwong prepared regarding the 
investigation (Exhibit S, at Bates no 000074), the complaint alleged that Hinshaw failed 
properly to coach the students and engaged in unprofessional conduct. 

1 1 

 

1. As part of the investigation, Kwong interviewed Respondent, to whom 
Hinshaw reported. In the report, Kwong wrote the following with respect to her interview of 
Respondent: 

6.  Hiring Marc [sic] Talmo because he is white 

Miller states that Hinshaw asked Miller to approve the 
hiring of Marc [sic] Talmo because Hinshaw wanted a white 
assistant coach. Hinshaw told Miller that he wanted to recruit 
white players and having a white assistant coach would help his 
recruitment efforts. Miller approved the hiring of Talmo. 

(Exhibit S, at Bates no. 000099.) In her conclusions, Kwong stated: 

V.  Hiring Marc [sic] Talmo because he is white 

This investigator finds that Hinshaw hired Marc [sic] 
Talmo as an assistant coach solely because he is white. [The 
complaining parent] states that Hinshaw told him that he hired 
Talmo because he is white. Miller states that Hinshaw wanted 
to hire a white assistant coach in order to recruit white players. 
Miller approved Hinshaw's decision to hire a white coach for 
this purpose. Miller states that Talmo was not qualified to be an 
assistant coach but approved the hiring because Toliver [the 
other assistant coach for Men's Baseball at LACC] was 
overqualified for the position of assistant coach and concluded 
that the two assistant coaches would balance each other out. 

(Exhibit S, at Bates no. 000105.) 

112. During her testimony, Kwong confirmed the report accurately reported 
Respondent's statements to her during the investigation. Respondent was not under oath 
during the investigation. Kwong had little independent recollection of this portion of her 
investigation. Importantly, she did not investigate how many people applied for the assistant 
coaching position filled by Talmo or make any findings as to whether Talmo was qualified 
for the position; nor did she make a finding as to whether an administrator approved the 
hiring of Talmo. Kwong did not determine whether Respondent's acts violated any anti- 
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discrimination policies or rules of the District or LACC, and there was no evidence 
introduced by the District as to any specific anti-discrimination policies or rules. 

VIII. The Facts Surrounding the Issuance of the Statement of Charges 

1 13. Barrera reviewed Clarke's report and discussed it with the District's General 
Counsel and Associate General Counsel There was a preliminary determination that 
dismissal should be pursued, and Shanahan was given the responsibility to review the matter 
and prepare the Statement of Charges for recommendation to the Board. Moore was not 
involved in the preparation of the Statement of Charges or the Board's decision to terminate 
Respondent and did not have any conversations with Shanahan regarding the Statement of 
Charges. She only received a copy of the draft Statement of Charges and, later, the final 
Statement of Charges issued by the Board Moore, Barrera, and Wieder agreed that Moore 
would not participate in the drafting of the Statement of Charges or the decision to terminate 
Respondent because of the pending discrimination and retaliation claims by Respondent 
against Moore. 

114. Shanahan concurred in the decision to pursue Respondent's dismissal after he 
reviewed the investigation report prepared by Clarke regarding the shredding of Form 1 s and 
the erasure of the. hard drive (Exhibit 45), as well as the report by Kwong regarding the 
hiring of Talmo as the assistant baseball coach. '  Shanahan relied entirely on these reports for 
the factual basis of the Statement of Charges Shanahan determined that Respondent was not 
entitled to receive 90 days' prior notice of the District's proposed termination of Respondent 
because, in his view, the acts upon which the Statement of Charges is based were not 
performance-based acts Similarly, Shanahan concluded that progressive discipline was not 
appropriate because Respondent's dishonesty and breach oftrust.were so egregious that 
progressive discipline would serve no purpose, as the objectionable behavior would not be 
likely to improve Shanahan determined the investigation report demonstrated a "just-cause" 
termination.,According to Shanahan, there was no question as to Respondent's competency 
as an instructor or as a coach. 

115. After the draft Statement of Charges was prepared, Barrera signed off on the 
draft Barrera provided the draft Statement of Charges (Exhibit 47) to Respondent on 
January 1 5, 201 0, so that he could review and respond to it, similar to the opportunity to 
respond provided by a "Skelly" hearing. 9  On January 29, 2010, he provided his written 

8  Although his testimony was somewhat unclear, Shanahan apparently reviewed that 
portion of the report by Kwong that discussed Respondent's explanation for having approved 
the hiring of Talmo 

9  The reference is to Skelly v. State Personnel Board (1975) 15 Cal. 3d 194. Skelly 
requires that, before a public employer may take action to remove a permanent civil service 
employee from his or her position, the employee must receive notice of the proposed action, 
the reasons for the proposed action, and a copy of the charges and materials upon which the 
proposed action is based, and have the right to respond, either orally or in writing, to the 
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response through counsel, which raised some of the same defenses considered, post. (Exhibit 
48.) 

116. The response to the draft Statement of Charges did not dissuade Shanahan or 
Barrera from pursuing Respondent's dismissal with the Board. Shanahan considered 
mitigating factors but did not find them persuasive. Shanahan concluded that Respondent's 
acts reflected a breach of trust and that, given the context of his acts, they were undertaken in 
an attempt to make some information unavailable during the District's audit. The Statement 
of Charges was finalized and signed by Barrera and Wieder, and they recommended to the 
Board that Respondent be dismissed. (Finding 2.) 

117. The Statement of Charges was considered by the Board during a closed-
session meeting without any presentation of Respondent's evaluations. The Collective 
Bargaining Agreement does not address whether evaluations must be considered by LACC 
prior to seeking dismissal of a tenured faculty employee. 

Ix  Analysis ofRespondent's Defenses to the Alleged Groundsfor Dismissal. 

A.  RESPONDENT'S ASSERTION THAT HE DID NOT VIOLATE ANY 
DOCUMENT RETENTION POLICIES WHEN HE SHREDDED FORM 1S. 

i.  RESPONDENT'S CONTENTiON THATFORM JSARE NOTPERMANENT 
STUDENT RECORDS AND IF THEY WERE, THATHE WAS UNA WARE 
OR REASONABLYDID NOTKNOW THEY WERE PERMANENT 
STUDENTRECORDS. 

118. The District did not introduce any documentation specifically classifying Form 
Is as permanent student records. Nor did the District introduce the District Board Rule 
defining Class 1 (Permanent) documents into evidence. However, Shanahan testified that 
Form 1 5 are official student records, a point supported by Kim's statements in his emails to 
Baron (discussed at Finding 67). Shanahan understood that official student records are to be 
maintained in a secure location at all times. As an official student record, the Form 1 s were 
to be retained permanently, according to Shanahan. Shanahan noted that Kollen had no 
authority to direct District employees on the District's document retention or destruction 
policy. 

1 19. In July 2008, Baron had made inquiries with Jeter as to the District's records 
retention policies. He specifically sought information regarding documents and the length of 
retention. (Exhibit 7, at Bates nos. D 1021-D 1024.) Baron requested a presentation to the 
management team at LACC on records retention because, in his words at the time, " [w]e 

authority intending to impose discipline. Respondent did not contend that he was denied any 
procedural safeguards in accordance with the Skelly decision; rather, as explained post, 
Respondent contends there were other procedural defects in connection with the proposed 
dismissal. 
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really need to get our act together and to review the documents that we have, discard items 
that we don't need, and property box, label and store what we do need. "  (Id. at Bates no D 
.102 1 ) Kim agreed to make such a presentation.,On October 16, 2008, a PowerPoint 
presentation provided by Kim to senior LACC administrators identified Class 1 (Permanent) 
records as including student records (Id. at Bates no D 1000.)  Although the PowerPoint 
presentation did not specifically identify Form Is or any other athletic team documents as 
student records, the fact that the PowerPoint presentation identified student records as Class 
1 (Permanent) records provides additional evidentiary support for Shanahan's testimony.  

120 According to Barrera, it is not a violation of the District's document shredding 
policy to destroy one copy of a document if there are multiple copies available to the District.  
The PowerPoint presentation noted that a "record" does not include "copies, other than the 
original and one copy of the original. "  (Id. at Bates no D 0994.) Shanahan noted, however, 
that if a document was in a location where the District would expect the official record, its 
destruction would not be allowed, even if other copies might be available in peripheral 
locations 

12 1 Respondent contended Form Is are not permanent student records 

122a As support for his position that Form 1 s were not permanent student records, 
Respondent suggested they could be shredded because Jones had directed him to contact 
Kollen in 2008 about the retention period for documents in the Athletic Department office 
Respondent recounted the conversation he contended he had with Kollen in 2009 regarding 
the retention period for documents, at least some of which conversation seems to have been 
overheard by Beaird According to Respondent, Kollen clearly informed him of the five-
year retention period for Form Is. Respondent asserted he spoke with Kollen, rather than 
someone on campus about the required retentionperiod, because (according to Respondent) 
the South Coast Conference was responsible for retaining the original Form 1 s Yet, as set 
forth in Findings 3 1 and 40, the District established that the original Form Is were retained 
by LACC in the Athletic Department office, rather than by the South Coast Conference 
Respondent's position that he rightfully relied on any statement Kollen might have made 
therefore was not persuasive 

122b. Respondent's contentions were further undermined by Kollen's testimony that 
he never told Respondent that LACC only needed to retain the Form Is and Form 3 s for five 
years Kollen noted that he filed and retained at his home, on behalf of the South Coast 
Conference, copies of the Form 1 s sent by the colleges to confirm eligibility for student 
athletes According to Kollen, a student athlete is not eligible after five years of playing for a 
team, and therefore the South Coast Conference has no use for the documents after five 
years..He retained them for five years after the Conference decided that was an appropriate 
retention period, but the Conference has no policy on how long the colleges are to keep Form 
Is. Kollen asserted that when Respondent called him, he told Respondent how long the 
South Coast Conference retained the copies of the Form Is and Form 3 s He never sought to 
dictate LACC's retention policies, and he acknowledged that he had no authority over 
LACC's document retention policies Respondent did not tell Kollen that he would shred 
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documents based on their conversation. As for Respondent's email to Kollen regarding the 
conversation they had about the retention periods for Form 1 s and Form 3 s, Kollen did not 
recall seeing the email. Given that Respondent's email did not clearly inform Kollen that 
documents would be shredded based on the discussion with Kollen, it is understandable that 
Kollen may not have remembered or responded to the email. Again, as a disinterested, third-
party witness, Kollen was more believable on these points than Respondent was 10  

122c. With respect to the verbiage in the South Coast Conference Program Review, 
which stated that Form Is and Form 3 s were permanent records, Respondent sought to draw 
a distinction during his testimony between "permanent records" and "permanent student 
records," although he was unable to explain the difference in any coherent way. He also 
suggested that since the South Coast Conference Program Review indicated the permanent 
records only dated from 1999,   they could not have been permanent. Respondent asserted 
that the prior Athletic Director simply threw the Form 1 s and Form 3 s away at the end of the 
season. However, since Respondent did not become Athletic Director until 2003, and the 
South Coast Conference Program Review stated that the Form Is and Form 3 s retained in the 
Athletic Department office dated from 1999,   the prior Athletic Director could not have been 
throwing away Form 1 s at the end of each season. 

123a. Respondent sought to support his position that Form is were not permanent 
student records by introducing testimony of Baron and Jones. Baron contended he spoke 
with Kollen a few days after Respondent did with respect to the need to retain Form 1 s and 
that Kollen confirmed that Form 1 s needed to be retained for five years. Baron did not 
document any such conversation. Baron's failure to document any purported conversation 
with Kollen is curious, given his email instruction to Respondent to document the 
conversation Respondent stated he had with Kollen. Moreover, as set forth in Findings 65 
and 67, the documentary evidence clearly reflects that Baron consulted with Kim about the 
document retention periods for Form 1 s during this time period. Kim informed Baron that 
Form i 5 were permanent records. Most importantly, Kollen specifically denied speaking in 
2009 with Baron about any retention period for Form Is and Form 3 s Given the nature of 
the documentary evidence and Kollen's testimony as an independent third-party witness, 
Baron's testimony was not credible on this point. 

123b. Jones's testimony regarding the Form i s and 3s likewise was not credible. She 
asserted she confirmed with Kollen after Respondent spoke to him that the Form 1 s could be 
shredded after five years. However, when Respondent spoke-to Kollen in April 2009, Jones 
no longer supervised Respondent, and she would not have had any reason to speak with 
Kollen in follow-up to any conversation Respondent had with Kollen. Kollen also denied 
speaking in 2009 with Jones about any retention of Form is and Form 3 s. Further, on cross-
examination, Jones reaffirmed deposition testimony to the effect that while she was still 

10  Kollen remembered the conversation with Respondent occurring in the evening. 
This recollection was erroneous, as Beaird overheard portions of the conversation, and she 
did not work in the evening Nevertheless, this erroneous recollection did not diminish 
Kollen's credibility. 
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supervising Respondent, Kollen had. recommended that the old documents be placed on 
microfiche before being removed from the Athletic Department office, but that his 
recommendations were only advisory in nature (Kollen denied having that conversation, 
too.) Finally, Jones's testimony ultimately reflected that she was uncertain as to whether the 
Form 1 5 and Form 3s in the possession of the LACC Athletic Department were Conference 
or District documents 

124. Considering the evidence as a whole, the District established that the Form is 
were permanent student records Moreover, to the extent Respondent suggested that he did 
not know Form is were permanent student records or that he reasonably believed Form is 
could be destroyed after five years, his position was not credible His testimony was 
internally inconsistent, contradicted by other evidence, and directly contradicted by the 
representations he made or approved in the South Coast Conference Program Review.  
Respondent's attempts to explain away the inconsistencies and contradictions were 
unavailing 

125 It should be noted that the PowerPoint presentation by Kim indicated that the 
LACC President generally should have been classifying all records as Class 1 (Permanent), 
Class 2 (Optional) or Class 3 (Disposable) each year prior to June 30th (Exhibit 7, at Bates 
no D 0995.) There was no evidence this had occurred Nevertheless, the failure officially to 
classify a specific group of original student records, like Form 1 s, as permanent records 
would not change the nature of those documents Rather, the failure officially to classify a 
group of documents could lead to confusion or, as the evidence in this matter demonstrated, 
to an employee destroying a document and then arguing that he or she was unaware of the 
need to retain it In this case, as set forth in Findings 122a through 122c and Finding 124, 
Respondent's suggestion that he was unaware of the need to retain Form Is as permanent 
student records was not credible 

126 The District established that Respondent violated District Board Rule 7709 10 
when he shredded Form 1 s, which were permanent student records 

ii.  RESPONDENT'S CONTENTION THAT THE DISTRICT'S DOCUMENT 
RETENTION POLICIES WERE NEITHER WELL KNOWNNOR 
ENFORCED 

127 To bolster Respondent's contention that he reasonably destroyed documents in 
the Athletic Department office, including Form Is that were more than five years old, 
Respondent presented evidence to show that the District's document retention policies were 
neither well known nor enforced 

128 As set forth in Finding 125, there was no evidence that documents were 
regularly classified as either Class 1 (Permanent), Class 2 (Optional) or Class 3 (Disposable) 
each year Contrary to the procedure set forth in District Board Rule 7709 1 0,subdivision 
(a),  there was no evidence either the Chancellor, the Chancellor's designee, Moore, or 
Moore's designee designated any destruction schedule for Class 3 (Disposable) records 
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Moore did not recall ever receiving a request from a faculty member to authorize shredding, 
and she had been in the position of President since September 2007. 

129. Respondent contended he had no training in or knowledge of District 
document retention policies, and since he constantly saw others shredding documents, he did 
not in his "wildest imagination" believe he needed to obtain permission to shred documents. 
However, Respondent's assertion that he did not believe he needed to obtain permission to 
shred documents was belied by the testimony to the effect that Jones directed him to find out 
if the documents could be shredded and by his testimony that he consulted with Kollen about 
destroying Form Is and Form 3s; if Respondent truly believed there was no document 
retention issue, he would not have purported to consult with anyone. Kollen also testified 
that Respondent was well-versed in rules and by far the most knowledgeable Athletic 
Director in the South Coast Conference regarding the Conference rules. Any suggestion that 
Respondent did not have the sophistication to consider whether LACC might have had a 
retention policy, was not believable. Shanahan's testimony further indicated Respondent 
easily could have consulted the District's document retention policies by performing a 
Google-type search of the District's website. 

130a. Respondent presented testimony from a number of current and former District 
employees intended to demonstrate the informality with which documents were shredded and 
the lack of understanding of any document retention policies. For example, Jacquelyn 
Ireland (Ireland), the former Vice President of Academic Affairs at LACC, shredded 
documents using the shredder in her secretary's office once a week or once every two weeks. 
Included in the documents she shredded were personal documents, such as personal 
correspondence, and documents dealing with a special program (including participant 
documents and budget documents). Before she shredded documents or had her secretary 
shred documents, she checked applicable federal, state, or city regulations or called someone 
from the federal, state or city funding source for a special program to verify any document 
retention period. Ireland was unaware of any District policy pertaining to document 
destruction generally. She never obtained authorization from the college president to shred 
documents. Ireland was unaware of any training pertaining to document retention. 
However, Ireland retired and ceased working at LACC in August 2007, before the events at 
issue. Moreover, she acknowledged consulting the various online resources and District 
offices if she had questions about policies and procedures. She also acknowledged that the 
documents she shredded were not student records. It is noted that none of Ireland's 
testimony established she destroyed any Class 1 (Permanent) records. 

130b. Jeanne Dunphy (Dunphy), the Department Chair of the Speech Department 
and forensics team coach at LACC, was unaware of the District's document retention policy, 
but she also shredded documents using shredders in the administration building and the 
faculty mailroom. Included in the documents she shredded were materials collected by the 
prior Department Chair, consisting of journal-type notebooks created by students (with 
highly personal, private information Dunphy believed never should have been collected or 
retained by the prior Department chair) and old student grade and attendance roster sheets 
with social security numbers and, possibly, addresses and telephone numbers. Dunphy 
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consulted with Jones (the dean overseeing her department) before shredding the documents 
collected by the prior Department Chair, and Jones concurred in the decision to shred the 
documents, however, no formal authorization was obtained to perform the shredding Six 
years prior to the hearing, Dunphy also shredded old documents pertaining to forensics team 
students and contests, but not documents pertaining to students' receipt of funds. 
Nonetheless, Dunphy acknowledged that she did not shred documents during an audit of the 
Speech Department She also noted that, the old grade and attendance roster sheets were just 
worksheets and that the final information, which she referred to as the "legal" information, 
was input into the computer system at the end of the semester. While Dunphy noted that old 
student grade and attendance roster worksheets are typically retained for a period of time 
after final grades are submitted, in case a student seeks a grade change, she was satisfied that 
sufficient time had passed for the worksheets to be destroyed and that the official information 
was kept elsewhere Dunphy's testimony did not establish that she destroyed permanent 
student records, as opposed to worksheets, from the evidence, it was unclear whether such 
worksheets would constitute permanent student records, and there was no evidence on that 
point. 

130c. Jones had a shredder, as did the other deans and the Vice President. She 
shredded documents daily. Some of the documents she shredded had personal information of 
faculty, students or staff on them, and she understood some of the other administrators 
similarly shredded documents Jones contended she only learned of the District policy on 
document destruction, requiring that she obtain authorization to destroy documents, in March 
2010, after Respondent was placed on administrative leave and his shredding of documents 
became well known Kimberly Perry, the Vice President of Academic Affairs, had directed 
the deans to destroy documents, as there was insufficient room to store them When Jones 
raised questions, given Respondent's situation, Perry looked into the policy and then 
discussed it at the next dean's meeting According to Jones, at least two other deans, like 
Jones, expressed that they had been unaware of the policy Perry provided training on the 
various classes of documents and directed the deans to ask her if there were questions about 
destroying any documents Jones contended Perry did not require that anyone obtain a 
specific authorization to shred documents Nevertheless, none of this testimony 
demonstrated that permanent student records were being destroyed by any deans, including 
Jones, or the Vice President Jones also was never aware of an investigation taking place 
regarding any documents at the time she shredded them 

130d. Baron suggested that shredding was a common occurrence in virtually every 
department at LACC and that any document retention policies were not well known Yet, 
emails between Kim and Baron establish that Baron asked Kim for the District's document 
retention policies in July 2008, and Kim emailed him links to the policies at that time 
(Exhibit 7, at Bates nos D 1023-D 1024.) As set forth in Finding 119, Baron is the one who 
sought training for the LACC managers on the document retention policies and sought to 
ensure those policies were followed Baron contended the training was only for high level 
administrators, but he failed to show he took any steps, as Respondent's supervisor, to pass 
the information about the policies to Respondent Given his own training with the policies, 
Baron's failure to order an immediate halt to Respondent's shredding of documents during a 
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pending audit and a federal investigation was highly questionable. He contended that Form 
1 5 were not specifically listed on the document retention policies (which clearly did not list 
all documents covered by the policies) and that the Form Is were available elsewhere, 
including through the South Coast Conference (which ignored the Form 1 s' status as 
permanent student records at LACC). Overall, Baron's testimony was evasive, inherently 
contradictory, defensive, and ultimately lacking in credibility with respect to his handling of 
the shredding of Athletic Department documents Moreover, he did not demonstrate that 
permanent student records were regularly being destroyed. 

130e. The President of the District, Moore, had shredded documents and had seen 
student workers in her area shred documents. The only person Moore designated to shred 
documents in her office was her executive secretary. At the times relevant to this matter, that 
secretary was Nannette Obando (Obando). Obando had been the executive secretary to six 
LACC Presidents before Moore. Obando's testimony about shredding documents was 
unclear. Her testimony reflected she generally relied on old advice from a prior position 
(likely dating from before the adoption of the District Board Rules on document destruction). 
While that advice was to the effect that documents older than three years could be shredded, 
Obando would still retain documents for more than three years if she believed they would 
still be needed. Obando asserted that Moore never instructed her differently, that she never 
received training about shredding, and that she never obtained authorization from Moore to 
shred documents. Obando saw a student worker shredding documents in the office. 
Nevertheless, Obando acknowledged that she never shredded student records and that she did 
not know the nature of the documents the students were shredding. 

13 1. While the testimony presented on behalf of Respondent established that the 
document destruction policies were not well-understood or clearly implemented, that 
evidence was ultimately immaterial here. As set forth in 118  throughl24, the Form Is were 
permanent student records, and the District demonstrated that Respondent did not believe, 
and could not reasonably have understood, that they could be destroyed. Even if Respondent 
was unfamiliar with all the document retention policies, he still directed the shredding of 
documents he knew were permanent student records that needed to be retained. 

132. Most damaging to Respondent's credibility was the fact that Respondent 
carried out the shredding in the midst of both a federal investigation that was focusing on 
him and while he was clearly aware of an internal audit requiring the compilation of Form 
Is. As set forth below, the facts surrounding the shredding of documents, considered in 
conjunction with Respondent's erasure of the hard drive on his LACC-issued computer, 
indicate that Respondent was attempting to destroy evidence during a pending investigation 
and a pending audit. 

133. Respondent failed to demonstrate that his shredding of Form Is was justified 
or mitigated. It is noted that Respondent failed to acknowledge that he had done anything 
wrong in shredding Form 1 s. 
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B  RESPONDENT'S ASSERTION THAT MITIGATING FACTORS SHOULD BE 
TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT WITH RESPECT TO THE ERASURE OF THE HARD 
DRIVE ON HIS LACC-ISSUED COMPUTER 

1 RESPONDENT'S ALLEGED LACK OF TRAINING ONAPPROPRIATE 
COMPUTER USE 

134. According to Shanahan, and as set forth in District Regulation B-27, the 
District considered anything on a District-issued computer to be subject to District 
investigation While it was not unusual for employees to have incidental personal 
information on a District-issued computer, the District took the position that there was no 
reasonable expectation of privacy in District equipment 

135 With respect to Respondent's contention that he had the hard drive on his 
LACC computer erased because he was concerned that others (such as Beaird) would access 
his computer, Shanahan noted that Respondent could merely have changed his computer 
password Mendoza's testimony reflected that the IT Department could still have accessed 
information on Respondent's computer without access to his password if Respondent had 
changed his password However, both Mendoza's and Perez's testimony indicated that it 
would have been unlikely for other individuals to have accessed information on Respondent's 
computer without the IT Department's assistance, if Respondent had appropriately secured 
his computer with a unique password Respondent also could have set his screensaver to 
require entry of the password to access information on the computer, if he had been 
concerned about others' access during any times he stepped away from his computer. Perez 
noted in his testimony that LACC computer users were notified how to change their 
passwords as soon as they were provided with their standard access passwords (which was 
each user's employee number) In addition, there was an office set up for training if a faculty 
or staff member needed assistance in learning about LACC's computer policies, although 
Perez could not recall any specific training programs on those policies 

136a. Respondent attempted to excuse or mitigate his violation of Administrative 
Regulations B-27 and B-28 by introducing his own and others' testimony as to the purported 
lack of training on or knowledge of the regulations pertaining to computer use. Respondent 
contended he was never provided any training of any kind regarding computers He asserted 
he never read the prompt on his computer screen asking him to signify his acceptance of 
Administrative Regulations B-27 and B-28 before clicking on the "ACCEPT" button 
Despite Respondent's purported concern about confidential information on his computer, he 
contended he was in the habit of remaining logged into his computer for days at a time, so 
that the prompt to accept the computer use policies would not appear on his screen every 
day. He testified he never read mass emails, so he never read emails from the IT Department 
recommending that computer passwords be changed; instead, his password remained his 
employee number throughout the time he had a District-issued computer.  
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136b. Ireland could not recall any training about a District policy regarding taking 
computers off campus. Dunphy likewise did not know the District's policy regarding taking 
computers off campus and had not received training on the issue, Dunphy noted that LACC 
laptops were taken off campus by forensics students for forensics competitions. Dunphy 
acknowledged that those laptops were specifically provided to forensics team members with 
the expectation that they would be used in the customary travel to different locations, during 
which travel the students would be accompanied by a District employee. Dunphy also 
acknowledged that she would not have removed a desktop computer from the LACC campus 
to have the hard drive erased and a new operating system installed without asking somebody; 
she would have called the IT Department about any computer problems 

136c. Obando erased all her files on her District computer when she retired. She did 
not recall any training regarding the District policies on computers (as opposed to training on 
how to use software). However, she recalled having to acknowledge certain policies (such as 
not using the computers for personal matters) as part of the login process Obando's 
testimony did not establish she erased the hard drive on her District computer. 

136d. Jones contended shenever received any training with respect to any District 
policy addressing taking computers off campus. However, she knew the computers belonged 
to the District and that if there was a computer problem, she was to consult the IT 
Department. She admitted this was a well-known procedure. While Jones contended she 
knew of two vice presidents Of LACC who had the entire hard drives on their District 
computers erased when they left LACC, this testimony was contradicted on cross-
examination. Jones's testimony did not establish that any former vice presidents of LACC 
had erased and reformatted the hard drives on their LACC-issued computers. 

136e. Even though he supervised the IT Department, Baron contended he never read 
the District's policies pertaining to computer use. When he signed on to his LACC computer, 
he simply clicked on the "ACCEPT" button and proceeded to work Baron erased all of his 
personal documents on his LACC computer when he left his employment there, and he stated 
another former vice president, did the same thing when she left LACC. However, Baron's 
testimony reflected he removed personal documents and that he did not erase an entire hard 
drive. 

137. None of the testimony concerning any lack of training regarding computer use 
or of others' erasing documents from their hard drive was persuasive in demonstrating that 
Respondent's complete erasure and reformatting of the hard drive on his LACC-issued 
computer should somehow be excused. Respondent admittedly lied to Perez about the origin 
of his computer problems when Perez worked on the computer. His concerns about the 
District being able to access the files he retained on his District-issued computer (discussed 
in more detail below) reflected his understanding that those files were not private, and he 
failed to prove there was any reasonable expectation of privacy. Moreover, Respondent's 
surreptitious removal of the computer from the campus and his personal payment to a 
relative to have the hard drive completely erased without any concern as to how that would 
be accomplished illustrate he knew what he was doing was wrong. 
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ii  RESPONDENT'SASSERTION THATHis ERA suRE OF THE HARD DRIVE 
ON HIS LACC-IssuED COMPUTER WAS JUSTIFIED OR MITIGATED 
BYHIS FEARFUL STATE OF MIND. 

138. Respondent presented a considerable amount of testimony and other evidence 
seeking to show that his taking his computer offsite and having it wiped clean was justified 
or mitigated by his fearful state of mind and concerns that his termination was being 
orchestrated by Moore and Sherwood The evidence in this matter demonstrated that there 
were likely personality conflicts, instances of infighting, and high levels of distrust existing 
within the LACC administration and between various members of the LACC community and 
Respondent.  . 

1 39a For example, Jones contended that over a period of approximately six months, 
Sherwood regularly spoke with her about Moore's desire to find someone to replace 
Respondent. According to Jones, Sherwood expressed the belief that Respondent was "out 
of control," that it was time for Respondent to be replaced as Athletic Director, and that he 
and Moore were working to remove him. Jones contended Sherwood did not specify the 
basis for his statements. Jones asserted that these statements were made prior to March 
2010. 

139b. Jones also wrote a memo, dated April 13, 2009, stating that on March 13, 
2009, Moore asked Jones to meet before the District Budget Committee meeting. Moore 
asked Jones if Jones had written a letter to Respondent regarding his coaching assignment in 
2008 and expressed that she did not want to remove Cleveland as the head Men's Basketball 
coach for the 2008-2009 season. The memo indicates Moore stated she did not want to 
"bring back 'the old white guy" to the position (Exhibit K.) Jones testified she documented 
the conversation for her own protection and because she had told Respondent that she 
believed there was a desire to have him removed as Athletic Director. She had told him to 
start documenting events in approximately 2008, and she was documenting events, too On 
cross-examination, though, Jones admitted that the full quote from Moore was different, with 
the context being Moore's concern about the appearance if she placed an "old white guy" 
back in the coaching position when a young black coach who had won a conference 
championship was not allowed to continue in the job.  

139c Baron related a similar conversation with Moore, after Moore learned of the 
May 19, 2008 memo reflecting Respondent's prior agreement to take a leave of absence from 
coaching Men's Basketball on condition that he would be reinstated in April, 2009 
According to Baron, Moore indicated she already had a basketball coach and asked why she 
would fire a "young black guy" to hire "an old white guy." Baron contended he had 
previously became so concerned about Moore's statements suggesting a racial preference for 
Cleveland retaining the Men's Basketball coaching position over Respondent that he met 
with Christy Passman (Passman), the Compliance Officer, about Moore's statements. He 
contended he did not pursue any complaint against Moore because he was afraid of losing his 
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job. Passman testified she did not recall any such conversation with Baron, and she had no 
notes of any such conversation.' 

139d. In approximately March 2009, Respondent raised concerns with Baron about 
the Badminton team, of which Sherwood was head coach. Baron conveyed Respondent's 
concern to Sherwood. According to Baron, Sherwood then asked Baron to convey a message 
to Respondent that he should "back off' from complaining about the Badminton team, "or 
else." Baron conveyed the threat to Respondent. On March 27, 2009, four days after the 
date of Moore's letter notifying Respondent that he would not be returning as the head coach 
of Men's Basketball, Respondent contacted the Internal Audit Department with allegations of 
wrongdoing in connection with the 2009 LACC Badminton team. Respondent alleged that 
the head coach (Sherwood) and assistant coach improperly received release time from their 
teaching assignments and two-thirds of their coaching salaries without performing their 
required duties. He also alleged that LACC executive staff irresponsibly failed timely to 
cancel the Badminton season, waiting until six games out of a 12 game season were forfeited 
for lack of the required six eligible student athletes. The District's Internal Audit Department 
cleared the coaches and executive staff of any wrongdoing in a report dated June 16, 2009. 
(Exhibit 39.) Respondent contended during the hearing that the audit report was biased. 

139e. Sherwood denied having ever made threats against Respondent, noting that 
they had been very close friends until Sherwood was unable to convince Moore to reinstate 
Respondent as head Men's Basketball coach for the 2009-2010 season. According to 
Sherwood, he had been telling Respondent since at least January 2009 that Moore had 
expressed concern, after the issuance of the 2008 audit report concerning the Athletic 
Department, with anyone being both the Athletic Director and a coach because of potential 
conflicts of interest. Although Sherwood had suggested to Moore that she reinstate 
Respondent as head Men's Basketball coach, she had declined. Sherwood contended Baron 
expressed in conversations how difficult it was to work with Respondent. 12  He denied telling 
Beaird to spy on or keep ajournal regarding Respondent. Nonetheless, Sherwood's 
testimony reflected he became involved in discussing issues with Moore and others which 
were not within the realm of his formal responsibilities as President of the Academic Senate 

, I The suggestion from Jones's and Baron's testimony that Moore had maneuvered 
Cleveland into the head Men's Basketball coaching spot was not supported by the facts. 
Respondent admitted that he was the one who introduced Moore to Cleveland when he 
brought Cleveland on as head Men's Basketball coach. In an email dated July 1 5, 2008, from 
Cleveland to Respondent, Cleveland sought confirmation that he was being hired. Cleveland 
wrote "Mike your [sic] my boy and we have a cool relationship.. "  (Exhibit 61; Finding 22) 

12  The fact that Baron expressed stress associated with Respondent's acts was borne 
out in an email exchange between Baron and Moore after Respondent precipitously "self-
reported" the Form 1 fraud to the South Coast Conference. Baron believed Respondent had 
"essentially accuse[d] [him] of telling the [South Coast Conference] Commissioner to cover 
up a fraud." (Exhibit 27, at Bates no. D 0899.) 



139f. In contrast to Respondent's reporting of alleged improprieties regarding the 
Badminton team, Respondent's April 21, 2009 whistle-blowing regarding the 
misrepresentation of information on Form 1 s by members of the Men's Basketball team at 
LACC resulted in a finding of fraud. In a report dated May 20, 2009, the Internal Audit 
Department found that five LACC Men's Basketball players during the 2008-2009 season 
misrepresented their California residency on their applications for admission and on their 
Form 1 5 for the purpose of avoiding out-of-state tuition. The Internal Audit Department 
found that the students' Form 1 s either falsely listed attendance at a location of Stonendge 
Preparatory School in Tarzana, which had ceased to exist in 2003, or falsely listed attendance 
at the other location for the school in Simi Valley, which they had not attended. The Audit 
Department also found that Cleveland provided the student athletes with the fraudulent 
information used on the Form Is. (Exhibit N, at Bates nos 00003 9-000043.) Cleveland was 
terminated as a result of the investigation 

140 If the erasure of the hard drive had occurred as an isolated incident, outside of 
any pending investigations or audits and independent of any shredding of documents, 
Respondent's defense as to the reason he erased the hard drive on his District-issued 
computer might have been more plausible However, the totality of the circumstances 
surrounding Respondent's arranging for the erasure of the hard drive demonstrates that 
Respondent's explanation for doing so was not credible 

141a Within one week of at least some District employees and administrators 
becoming aware that a federal investigation was focusing on Respondent and financial aid 
issues, Respondent blew the whistle on fraud involving the Men's Basketball team 
According to Respondent, he only learned of the fraud through Ramsey and Jackson, to 
whom Cleveland allegedly disclosed misrepresentations about residency for some of the 
players. 

141b Yet, the Form Is Respondent provided to the Audit Department to demonstrate 
the fraud had been signed by Respondent as Athletic Director, who admitted his practice was 
to review Form 1 s before signing them Those Form 1 s showed the high schools purportedly 
attended, and for all five of the students involved in the fraud, the Form 1 s listed attendance 
at one of the two campuses of Stoneridge Preparatory School. The team roster for the 2008-
2009 Men's Basketball team (Exhibit 58), which Respondent admitted he might have seen, 
reflected five of the eleven team members had attended Stoneridge Preparatory School, with 
two of the five former Stoneridge students having attended the then non-existent Tarzana 
campus. The Form 3 for the team (Exhibit 60), which Respondent reviewed and approved, 
reflected three of the eleven team members had attended Stoneridge Preparatory School, with 
the other two showing the last school attended as colleges other than LACC. Respondent 
admitted he reviewed and approved the Form 3 for the 2008-2009 Men's Basketball team 
twice, it indicated it had been "web signed" the first time on November 7, 2008, and "web 
signed" the second time on March 30, 2009 (just weeks before Respondent's whistle-
blowing) (Exhibit 60.) He was familiar with Stoneridge Preparatory School because he had 
been head Men's Basketball coach when former Stonendge students were on the team 
Respondent was evasive when asked whether the only time he became suspicious of the 
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students' residency was when Ramsey and Jackson came forward. Considering all this 
evidence, the timing of Respondent's whistle-blowing was suspect, and the chain of events 
suggests he may have learned about the federal investigation (which he denied) and that the 
whistle blowing was intended to preempt any further suspicion regarding 

141c. Regardless of whether he was aware of the federal investigation at the time, 
Respondent contended he was the one who caused the initiation of the Audit Department's 
internal investigation of misrepresentations by five student athletes as to their eligibility for 
in-state tuition. According to Respondent, he provided the Form Is demonstrating the Men's 
Basketball fraud to the Audit Department. He clearly knew the crucial nature of the Form 1s 
in proving the representations made by student athletes regarding their residency. It was 
only when the Audit Department requested additional Form is for all sports for three seasons 
that Respondent suddenly became motivated to make a call to Kollen (without consulting 
anyone at LACC), purportedly in follow-up to Jones's request the prior year that Respondent 
determine the retention periods for documents in the Athletic Department office. Beaird's 
and Kollen's testimony together indicated that in making the call, Respondent was seeking 
"cover" for the shredding of documents he then directed. The assertion that Respondent 
innocently felt compelled to begin shredding old Form Is in the Athletic Department office 
only after there was a federal investigation underway regarding possible fraud by student 
athletes and only after (by his own contention) he had acted as a whistle-blower regarding 
the associated misrepresentations on Form 1 s strained credulity. It is noted that the two 
coaches, Ramsey and Jackson, who Respondent contended brought the Form 1 fraud to his 
attention are the same coaches Respondent recalled assisting in the shredding. 

141d. Importantly, Respondent's erasure of the hard drive on his LACC-issued 
computer (arranged through Ramsey) coincided with the shredding of the documents, further 
evidencing an intent to destroy evidence. He also had White (who did most of the shredding) 

13  That Respondent may have been seeking to preempt any suggestion of wrongdoing 
on his part was further demonstrated by the fact that in early May 2009, Respondent made a 
"selfreport" regarding the Form 1 fraud to the South Coast Conference in his capacity as 
Athletic Director for LACC. Respondent asserted in an email that the self report was needed 
to maintain the honesty and integrity of the. South Coast Conference, and he cited to a rule 
that he contended required himto report the fraud within two working days of the discovery 
of the violation. Yet, Respondent made the self report before the Audit Department had 
completed its investigation. Baron had asked Respondent via email not to discuss the matter 
until the audit could be completed, but Respondent had already orally made the self report by 
that time. (See Exhibits 24, 25, 26, and 27.) In an apparent attempt to demonstrate 
Respondent's good character, Respondent also elicited testimony from Blanshard to the 
effect that Respondent had provided information about students receiving grades from 
various schools in the District without attending class. However, that testimony did not 
dispel the indication that Respondent's whistle-blowing about Form-i fraud was preemptive 
in nature, as the circumstances of the grading fraud were not explained. The testimony 
indicated all the whistle-blowing may have occurred at about the same time. (See Finding 
82.) 
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doing "research" on Beaird's computer at approximately the same time the erasure of his hard 
drive was uncovered The timing of the shredding of documents and the erasure of the hard 
drive most strongly suggested that Respondent was attempting to make some information 
unavailable to an investigation, rather than that he was trying to protect information about his 
claims of discrimination and retaliation from being discovered or altered After all, he had 
already asserted that Moore had discriminated against him at that point, and Little was aware 
of the assertion. Presumably he was going to provide the evidence to support his claim. If 
he was concerned about someone accessing the information he had saved and somehow 
changing it, he could have printed it out or moved it to another computer. Indeed, 
Respondent contended in his testimony that he had printed out the important information and 
given it to Baron. If he was concerned about someone "planting" information on his 
computer, the erasure of the hard drive would not have prevented that, as the erasure of the 
hard drive only affected information saved up to that point 

141e As to Respondent's claim that he erased his hard drive to purge the old 
materials from it and have a clean slate going forward, Respondent's explanation was 
difficult to understand The evidence reflected that by the time he had his hard drive erased, 
he had already acted as a whistle-blower regarding at least some of the issues he said he was 
documenting, and others were already being investigated Much of the information he 
apparently documented was therefore already brought, or in the process of being brought, to 
the attention of others There would not have been any point in erasing the information he 
had compiled In short, Respondent's explanations were not supported by the evidence 

142 Respondent argued the Audit Department's finding of wrongdoing by 
Cleveland cleared him of any wrongdoing However, the Internal Audit Department's report 
on the issues involving Form Is focused on the 2008-2009 Men's Basketball season, as noted 
at Findings 68 and 13 9f,  the Form 1 s had not all been turned over to the Audit Department 
when the report was prepared According to Blanshard, the missing Form Is for the 2006-
2007 Men's Basketball team hampered the Audit Department's investigation because 
Blanshard was unable ultimately to determine whether there were similar types of 
misrepresentations on the Form 1 s for that season Kollen noted that, during the summer of 
2009, federal investigators from the Department of Education had come to his home and 
asked him for copies of Form Is for the Men's Basketball team, but he was unable to find the 
requested copies for reasons that were not established As of the time of the hearing, 
Shanahan understood the federal investigation was still ongoing 

143 During the hearing, Respondent expressed regret that he had erased the hard 
drive on his LACC-issued computer, but his regret was focused on the negative effect on his 
career, rather than arising from any recognition that what he had done was wrong 
Respondent failed to recognize any wrongdoing at all in connection with the shredding of 
documents Respondent's testimony suggested he believed it was Sherwood's fault that the 
instant proceedings were brought, he contended Sherwood had threatened to destroy him and 
that Sherwood had done so, without any acknowledgment that Respondent's own acts 
initiated these proceedings There was no evidence Sherwood. had any involvement in the 
drafting or pursuit of the.  Statement of Charges 
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144. Under the circumstances, the District established, by a preponderance of the 
evidence, that Respondent violated District Administrative Regulations B-27 and B-28 when 
he had the hard drive of his LACC-issued computer erased and reformatted. Considering all 
the evidence together, Respondent failed to demonstrate that he was justified in doing so or 
that there were mitigating factors. 

C.  RESPONDENT'S CONTENTION THAT HE DID NOT ENGAGE IN 
DISCRIMINATION OR PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT BASED ON RACE 
WHEN HE APPROVED TALMO'S HIRING 

145. Respondent denied that he approved Talmo's hiring because Talmo was white, 
and he denied having told having told Kwong that he did so. Rather, he contended he told 
Kwong about Hinshaw's expressed desire to hire a white assistant coach, and he relayed his 
subjective belief about Talmo's lack of qualifications for the position. Because there was no 
transcript of Kwongts interviews, it was impossible to determine how Kwong had phrased 
her questions and Respondent had phrased his responses. Nevertheless, Kwong was certain 
Respondent told her he approved Hinshaw's decision to hire a white coach in order to attract 
white players. 

146. Respondent contended he did not believe Hinshaw's comments about wanting 
to hire a white coach to attract white players were entirely appropriate. However, as he 
understood it, Hinshaw wanted more diversity on his team. There was no evidence 
Respondent brought Hinshaw's inappropriate comments to anyone's attention or that he 
objected to Hinshaw's seeking an assistant coach of a particular race. Respondent testified he 
told Hinshaw to be mindful of how Hinshaw's comments could be interpreted. He contended 
he could not reprimand Hinshaw because he had not hired him. According to Respondent, 
Moore had hired Hinshaw. 14 

147. Regardless of whether Respondent had the authority to reprimand Hinshaw for 
wanting to hire a coach of a particular race, Respondent's failure to raise his concerns about 
Talmo's qualifications for the position, particularly given Hinshaw's expressed desire to hire 
a white assistant coach, raises the possibility that Respondent approved the hiring of Talmo 
for the purpose of attracting white students to the LACC Men's Baseball team Nonetheless, 
the District failed to demonstrate that there were any other candidates for the position or that 
Talmo did not meet the objective qualifications for the position Nor did the District contend 

14  is noted that Kwong's report indicates that Respondent gave disciplinary memos 
to Hinshaw and that Respondent also made a recommendation to Baron not to rehire him. 
(See, e.g., Exhibit S. at Bates nos. 000095 and 000097.) Respondent was not credible with 
respect to his contention that he could not reprimand Hinshaw, and the circumstances reflect 
he should have taken action based on Hinshaw's comment about wanting to hire a white 
coach to recruit white players. The District is not seeking Respondent's dismissal based on 
his failure to discipline Hinshaw, though--it is seeking to dismiss Respondent based on his 
own allegedly discriminatory acts. 
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or demonstrate that the hiring process for finding assistant coach candidates was not 
substantially followed As a result, there was no evidence the hiring process was structured 
only to obtain white applicants Under these circumstances, the District failed to show, by a 
preponderance of the evidence, that Respondent allowed the selection and hiring of Talmo 
based solely on Talmo's race or that he specifically approved the hiring of Talmo for the 
purpose of attracting white athletes to the LACC Men's Baseball program, as alleged 
Kwong's conclusion that he had done so was not persuasive, since it was unclear how her 
investigatory questions and Respondent's answers were phrased, and she did not consider all 
the facts (including, most notably, the lack of other candidates or the affirmative evidence of 
Talmo's objective qualifications for the position) presented during the hearing of this matter.  

148 Respondent's failure to raise Hrnshaw's comments about wanting to hire a 
white assistant coach with Baron or anyone else is of grave concern The District suggested 
in its Reply Brief that potential candidates may have had the incorrect impression that LACC 
was not committed to equal employment, and therefore did not apply for the position, as a 
result of Respondent's acts This argument might have been more persuasive if there was 
evidence Hinshaw's statement was heard by anyone other than Respondent and Toliver 
before Talmo was hired or if there was evidence of an improperly structured hiring process 
However, the evidence presented at the hearing did not support a finding that Respondent 
engaged in discriminatory conductor that he engaged in preferential treatment based on race 
in approving Talmo's hiring 

D  RESPONDENT'S CONTENTION THAT PROCEDURAL DEFECTS SHOULD BAR 
HIS DISMISSAL 

1  RESPONDENT WAS NOT EVALUATED AS AN INSTR UCTOR EVERY 
THREE ACADEMIC YEARS 

149 Education Code section 87671 provides 

A contract or regular employee may be dismissed or penalized if 
one or more of the grounds set forth in Section 87732 are 
present and the following are satisfied 

(a) The employee has been evaluated in accordance with 
standards and procedures established in accordance with the 
provisions of this article. 

(b) The district governing board has received all statements 
of evaluation which considered the events for which dismissal 
or penalties may be imposed 

(c) The district governing board has received 
recommendations of the superintendent of the district and, if the 
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employee is working for a community college, the 
recommendations of the president of that community college 

(d) The district governing board has considered the 
statements of evaluation and the recommendations in a lawful 
meeting of the board 

150a. Regular academic employees, like Respondent, are to be evaluated at least 
once every three academic years under the applicable statutory scheme. (Ed. Code, § 87663, 
subd. (a).) ' Article 19, section D, of the Collective Bargaining Agreement reiterated this 
requirement. The Collective Bargaining Agreement generally indicated that the form of the 
review should alternate between a basic evaluation and a comprehensive evaluation. (See 
Exhibit B, at Bates no. 000010.) 

150b. For a tenured faculty member serving as a Director who was not part of a 
Department, the basic evaluation was to be performed by the faculty member's supervisor; a 
comprehensive evaluation was to be performed by a peer review committee appointed by the 
President or the President's designee. (See Art. 19, § J, of theCollective Bargaining 
Agreement [Exhibit B, at Bates no. 00001 5].) The Collective Bargaining Agreement stated 
that a faculty member serving as a Director should be evaluated on a "Specialized Evaluation 
Form." (Id. at Art. 19, § J, subd. 2.) There was no indication a Specialized Evaluation Form 
had been developed for the position of Athletic Director. 

150c. In contrast, a faculty member evaluated in his or her capacity as a Department 
Chair was to be evaluated by the appropriate Vice President or his or her designee at the end 
of his or her first year of service as Department Chair and at least once every other academic 
year thereafter. (See Art. 19, § K of the Collective Bargaining Agreement [Exhibit B, at 
Bates  no. 000015].) The Vice President or his or her designee was to conduct the evaluation 
after soliciting information from others. A Department Chair was to be evaluated on the 
"Department Chair Evaluation Form. "  (Id. at Art. 19, § L.) 

150d. The terms of the Collective Bargaining Agreement were silent as to whether a 
faculty member serving as Athletic Director and receiving reviews in that capacity was also 
required to be evaluated as an instructor. (See Art. 19, § J, of the Collective Bargaining 
Agreement [Exhibit B, at Bates no. 000015].) In contrast, a faculty member evaluated in his 
or her capacity as a Department Chair was clearly required also to be evaluated as a faculty 
member. (Id. at Art. 19, § M.) The Collective Bargaining Agreement thus indicated that if 
two evaluations were required, the Agreement would say so. 

15  "Academic employee" refers to a person employed by a community college district 
in an academic position. (Ed. Code, § 87001, subd. (a).) The term "regular employee" 
includes a "tenured employee" employed in accordance with Education Code section 87609. 
(Ed. Code, § 87661, subd. (d).) 
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1 5 1 The District did not evaluate Respondent every three years as a physical 
education instructor, which was the only position in which he held tenure 

1 52  Respondent's last evaluation as an instructor prior to his receiving the 
Statement of Charges was in 1998. That evaluation, as well as the prior evaluations, 
reflected that he was performing in a satisfactory manner as an instructor. Ireland, who did 
the final review and approval of Respondent's 1998 evaluation, testified she believed the 
quality of Respondent's work as an instructor at the time was "highly satisfactory" 
Respondent's testimony indicated he taught at LACC throughout his time there before being 
placed on paid administrative leave, but it was unclear how much of his time was spent 
teaching as an instructor once he became Athletic Director and a coach Nonetheless, there 
was no dispute that Respondent could teach in a competent manner. (Finding 114.) 

153. While Respondent had not been evaluated as an instructor since 1998,   he had 
been evaluated as Athletic Director. The testimony, as well as the documentary evidence, 
reflected that a substantial portion of Respondent's time on campus during the relevant time 
period was devoted to the Athletic Director position (See Article 14, section F, of the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement [Exhibit 6, at Bates no D 0635] [colleges with six 
combined men's and women's teams were entitled to an athletic director with 4 reassigned 
position time], and 2008 Audit Report [Exhibit 5, at Bates no D 0671] [indicating LACC 
engaged in six sports].) Indeed, as set forth in Findings 21 and 22, Jones instructed 
Respondent to "devote 100% of [his] time to [his] Athletic Director (A.D.) duties" starting on 
May 19, 2008, although Respondent asserted he still acted as assistant coach to the Men's 
Basketball team. 

154. Jones evaluated Respondent in his position as Athletic Director for the 2004-
2005, 2005-2006, and 2006-2007 academic years Baron evaluated Respondent as Athletic 
Director during the 2008-2009 academic year. Both Jones and Baron evaluated Respondent 
on the Department Chair Evaluation Form None of their reviews indicated a peer review 
process had been followed or was required 

155. Findings 1 50a through 154 demonstrate that, for whatever reason, and as 
applied to Respondent's position as Athletic Director, LACC used an amalgam of the 
evaluation procedures generally applicable to faculty members holding Director and 
Department Chair positions There was no testimony as to why this occurred Although 
there was testimony to the effect that an instructional vice president was responsible for 
providing any reviews of Respondent as an instructor, the testimony did not establish that, as 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement applied to Respondent as Athletic Director, he was 
required to be evaluated both as Athletic Director and as an instructor.  

156. In Miller v Chico Unified School District (1979) 24 Cal 3d 703, a high school 
principal who had been reassigned to a teaching position contended that the school board 
failed to comply with Education Code section 44664' . before making the reassignment 
Education Code section 44664, like Education Code section 87663, required regular 
evaluations of each certified employee working for the district The former principal argued 
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that the failure strictly to comply with the statutory evaluation requirement acted as a 
jurisdictional bar to the district's action. Although the California Supreme Court did not 
reach the jurisdictional issue, it found that the district had "substantially complied" with the 
evaluation and counseling requirements of section 44664, and it rejected the trial court's 
"overly restrictive interpretation of the [statutory] requirements." (Id. at p. 717.) The Court 
noted that the purpose of the Education Code's requirement of regular evaluations is 

to protect the individual employee . . . against arbitrary action 
by the institution . . . in order to preserve the individual's rights 
against their improper severance. The individual would be 
helpless against the institution's wrongful reassigning him to an 
inferior position unless he had the opportunity to know, and if 
possible, to counter the reasons for it. 

(Id. at p. 718.) In remanding the matter to the trial court, the Court ruled that the issue was 
whether the result would have been any different if there had been -strict compliance with the 
statutory requirements 

157. The circumstances set forth in Findings 149 through 156 together demonstrate 
that the District substantially complied with the requirement set forth in Education Code 
section 87663, subdivision (a), as well as the parallel requirements in Article 19 of the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement, that Respondent be evaluated at least once every three 
years. 

ii.  THE BOARD DID NOT CONSIDER RESPONDENT'S EVALUATIONS PRIOR TO 
HIS DISMISSAL. 

158. Respondent contends the Board violated Education Code section 87671, 
subdivisions (b) and (d), because it failed to "receiv[e] all statements of evaluation which 
considered the events for which dismissal or penalties may be imposed" or to consider those 
evaluations in deciding to dismiss Respondent. As set forth in Finding 117, the Board 
admittedly made the decision to terminate Respondent without any consideration of his 
evaluations. 

159. Jones prepared 2004-2005, 2005-2006, and 2006-2007 evaluations of 
Respondent as Athletic Director in early June, apparently at the end of the respective 
academic year. These evaluations all reflected Respondent's satisfactory performance, with 
Respondent meeting or exceeding expectations in all reviewed areas. In Respondent's June 
2, 2006 evaluation, Jones specifically noted that LACC's program review (discussed at 
Finding 35, ante) "was considered to be the most comprehensive and best written review in 
the Conference. The athletics program received the highest ratings and accolades." (Exhibit 
A, at p. 3 of June 2, 2006 evaluation.) 

160. Neither Jones nor Baron performed an evaluation of Respondent as Athletic 
Director during the 2007-2008 school year, when the audit of the Athletic Department was 
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undertaken and the 2008 audit report was generated. Jones did not cease supervising 
Respondent in 2008 until after the usual early-June evaluation period had ended, so she still 
had the authority to review his performance Given the nature of the findings in the 2008 
audit report and Jones's having asked Respondent to take a leave from being head coach of 
the Men's Basketball team to address the audit findings, her failure to evaluate Respondent as 
Athletic Director was perplexing, as noted in Finding 20, Jones may have had a self-
protective or biased reason to avoid providing any negative or, critical review of Respondent 
in connection with the 2008 audit findings.  

161 a Baron's evaluation of Respondent for the 2008-2009 academic year was even 
more curious than Jones's failure to evaluate Respondent. His review of Respondent was 
dated May 13,  2009 (eight days before Respondent was placed on paid administrative leave) 
Respondent again received an overall satisfactory evaluation, with Respondent meeting or 
exceeding expectations in all but one reviewed area The only area identified as needing 
improvement was with respect to " [m] ak[ing] appropriate contributions to the college by 
serving effectively on committees, projects, special assignments, etc. "  The narrative part of 
the evaluation notes that as Athletic Director, Respondent's primary assignments during the 
2008-2009 academic year were to work on "audit implementation and deal with staffing 
issues in the department. "  (Exhibit A, at second page of May, 13,  2009 evaluation.) Among 
other laudatory statements in the narrative, the evaluation states Respondent "did an 
exceptional job on audit implementation and was given a 'best practice' mention by Internal 
Audit. "  Respondent was also commended in the evaluation for "mamtarn[ing] the integrity 
of the Athletics program by bringing a major fraud concern to the attention of 
administration. "  (Id. at third page of May 13, 2009 evaluation.) A later portion of the 
evaluation explained that this concern was in connection with a "fraudulent situation in 
Men's Basketball. "  (Id. at fourth page of May 13, 2009 evaluation.) Baron completely 
omitted any mention of the shredding of documents or the erasure of the hard drive 

1 61b Baron explained his omissions by noting that the hard drive was not damaged, 
as the operating system could be reinstalled He contended any records shredded or erased 
could be found elsewhere, including emails and Form 1 s Baron asserted Respondent was an 
exemplary employee and noted there was no progressive discipline in his file He believed 
Moore and Sherwood were "out to get" Respondent and were seeking to retaliate against 
Respondent for whistle-blowing Baron contended that, as a result, he could understand 
Respondent's mental state in wanting to erase the hard drive on his LACC computer. Baron 
asserted the lack of training on document retention policies also caused him to believe that 
discipline was unwarranted against Respondent With respect to the hiring of Talmo, Baron 
understood from Respondent that Talmo met the minimum qualifications for the position and 
was the only applicant Baron testified he never heard any complaints about Respondent 
evidencing racial preferences He did not document any of these purported thought 
processes 

161c. In issuing the evaluation, Baron did not consider the hours spent by the IT 
Department in working on Respondent's computer and having to install a new hard drive He 
assumed there was nothing needed on the hard drive that would have been of interest to the 
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District or investigators, and he clearly did not consider that LACC retained the original 
Form 1 5 as permanent student records Baron knew there were concerns about Respondent's 
acts during pending federal and internal investigations, yet he purportedly concluded 
Respondent's acts were not problematic without even alluding to concerns in the evaluation. 
Baron's contentions in connection with his handling of the shredding and the erasure of the 
hard drive were unconvincing and suggested that, like Jones, Baron had self-protective or 
biased reasons to protect Respondent (See, e.g.,  Findings 123a, 130d, and 139c.) Baron did 
not document his thought processes in failing to mention the shredding and erasure of the 
hard drive in the evaluation. The timing of Baron's evaluation of Respondent further 
suggests that the evaluation was strategic in nature. 

162. Findings 1 59 through 161c demonstrate that there were no "statements of 
evaluation which considered the eventsfor which dismissal or penalties may be imposed." 
(Ed. Code, §87671, subd. (b) [italics added].) Jones's evaluations of Respondent predated 
the events at issue, and Baron's evaluation of Respondent completely ignored them. 
Accordingly, there were no evaluations that needed to be taken into account by the Board 
prior to deciding to terminate Respondent. 

163. Further, and assuming for purposes of argument that the failure to consider the 
evaluations was a procedural error, the issue is whether the result would have been any 
different if the evaluations had been considered by the Board. (Miller v. Chico Unified 
School District, supra, 24 Cal.3d at p. 718; Finding 156.) The evidence reflects it would not 
have been any different. This was not a situation involving performance issues--this was a 
situation involving a serious breach of trust under circumstances that, taken together, 
reflected an intent to destroy evidence. (See Findings 140 through 144.) The evaluations 
that existed did not address any of the three bases for dismissal; moreover, Respondent was 
provided an opportunity to address the issues prior to the Board's consideration of the 
proposed Statement of Charges, but Respondent's explanations were found to be lacking. 
(Findings 114-116.)  It is noted that many of Respondent's assertions of mitigating factors 
were included in the Statement of Charges ultimately approved by the Board. (Exhibit 2.) 
The result in this matter would not have changed if Baron's review (the only one dealing with 
the time period covering the events) had been taken into account by the Board, since it did 
not deal with the issues that were the bases for dismissal and was of dubious nature, in any 
event. 

164. Under the circumstances, the District complied, or substantially complied, 
with the statutory requirements set forth in Education Code section 87671 , subdivision (b) 
and (d), regarding the receipt and consideration of "all statements of evaluation which 
considered the events for which dismissal or penalties may be imposed." 

iii. THE BOARD NEVER RECEIVED THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE PRESIDENT 
BEFORE DECIDING TO DISMISS RESPONDENT. 

165. • As set forth in Finding 149, Education Code section 87671, subdivision (c), 
provides that a contract or regular employee may only be dismissed if the "district governing 
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board has received recommendations of the superintendent of the district and, if the 
employee is working for a community college, the recommendations of the president of that 
community college." Education Code section 87671, subdivision (d), further provides that 
the district governing board shall "conside[r] the statements of evaluation and the 
recommendations in a lawful meeting of the board." Respondent contends that Moore's 
failure to be involved in the dismissal decision violated these provisions 

166. Moore was not involved in the decision to terminate Respondent because of 
the pending claims of discrimination and retaliation Respondent had made against her.  
(Finding  113.)  With Moore's authorization, Barrera, and Wieder assumed her role in making 
any recommendations to the Board with respect to whether Respondent should be dismissed. 
Under these circumstances, Barrera and Wieder areproperly considered Moore's designees 

167. Respondent has provided no legal authority for the proposition that a 
community college district's Board of Trustees may not act upon the recommendation of a 
designee of the President in deciding to dismiss ,a tenured faculty employee, particularly 
under the circumstances of this matter. As noted by the District, had Moore been involved in 
the decision to dismiss Respondent, Respondent would have contended that the dismissal 
was the culmination of Moore's purportedly discriminatory and retaliatory acts (Exhibit, 70, 
at p. 4, lines 10-12 and 21-22.) 

168. Because Barrera and Wieder were Moore's designees in recommending 
Respondent's dismissal to the Board, the District complied, or substantially complied, with 
the provisions of Education Code section 87671 , subdivisions (c) and (d). (Findings 2 and 
113-117;  see Ed Code, § 2 [Education Code is to be "liberally construed, with a view to 
effect its objects and to promote justice"].) 

lv.  RESPONDENT DID NOT RECEIVE 90 DAYS' PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE OF 
UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCTOR UNSATISFACTORYPERFORMANCE, OR ANY 
OTHER KIND OF PROGRESSIVE DISCIPLINE. 

169. The Collective Bargaining Agreement reflects that tenured faculty members 
are generally to be notified of performance problems, to be provided an opportunity to 
respond to any such notification, and to be provided a chance to improve pursuant to a 
progressive discipline system. Education Code section 87734 similarly provides that: 

[t]he governing board of any community college district shall 
not act upon any charges of unprofessional conduct or 
unsatisfactory performance unless during the preceding term or 
half college year prior to the date of the filing of the charge, and 
at least 90 days prior to the date of the filing, the board or its 
authorized representative has given the employee against whom 
the charge is filed, written notice of the unprofessional conduct 
or unsatisfactory performance, specifying the nature thereof 
with specific instances of behavior and with particularity as to 
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furnish the employee an opportunity to correct his or her faults 
and overcome the grounds for the charge. The written notice 
shall include the evaluation made pursuant to Article 4 
(commencing with Section 87660), if applicable to the 
employee. 'Unprofessional conduct" and "unsatisfactory 
performance," as used in this section, means, and refers only to, 
the unprofessional conduct and unsatisfactory performance 
particularly specified as a cause for dismissal in Section 87732 
and does not include any other cause for dismissal specified in 
Section 87732. 

170. Respondent noted that he had never received so much as a counseling memo 
in his role as an instructor. He characterized his erasure of the hard drive on his LACC-
issued computer as a "small mistake" for which he should not lose his entire career, 
particularly without any form of progressive discipline. Respondent failed to recognize any 
wrongdoing at all in connection with the shredding of documents. 

171. The District did not provide the 90-day notice contemplated by Education 
Code section 87734 to Respondent because it viewed this matter as a "just-cause" 
termination, where neither notice nor progressive discipline would have served any purpose 
because of Respondent's egregious breach of trust. (Finding 114.) 

172a. Respondent cites Pittsburg Unified School Dist. v. Commission on 
Professional Competence (1983) 146 Cal.App.3d 964, for the proposition that a charge of 
unprofessional conduct cannot proceed without the 90-day notice set forth in Education Code 
section 87734. That case involved an auto shop teacher who was found to have purchased 
and received stolen property, including firearms and car batteries, from an undercover police 
officer posing as a student. Before seeking dismissal of the teacher, the school district failed 
to give 90-day notice of the pending charges to the teacher or an opportunity for him to 
improve his performance. 

172b. Pittsburg involved Education Code section 4493 8, a provision in the 
Education Code provision applicable to dismissal actions based on unprofessional conduct of 
elementary and secondary school teachers that is parallel to Education Code section 87734. 
However, in Pittsburg, the school district had already withdrawn its unprofessional conduct 
charge on its own motion at the outset of the hearing, so the court did not need to address 
whether the unprofessional conduct charge could have proceeded in the absence of notice 
under the circumstances of that case. The court found that other causes for dismissal were 
supported by the evidence and severable from the unprofessional conduct charge. 

172c. It is noted that the Pittsburg court observed that any notice would not, in any 
event, have served the purpose of Education Code section 44938, since it was "doubtful 
whether the conduct alleged . . . [was] susceptible of the correction contemplated by the statute." 
(Pittsburg, supra, 146 Cal.App.3d at p. 975.) As stated by the court in Fresno City High 
School Dist. v. De Caristo (1939) 33 Cal.App.2d 666., 674, "[i]t is rather clear that the stigma 
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of recognized immorality, [or] known dishonesty . . . could not be removed by ninety days' 
good behavior" 

173a The parties did not cite any published case specifically holding that the notice 
provision in Education Code section 87734 would not apply to a charge of unprofessional 
conduct involving dishonesty or a persistent violation of or refusal to obey rules and 
regulations The District's argument that the notice contemplated by Education Code section 
87734 would not have served any purpose with Respondent is fairly persuasive 
Nevertheless, the case law that does exist generally indicates that the notice set forth in 
Education Code section 87734 is required prior to bringing any charge of unprofessional 
conduct, consistent with the provisions of the statute 

173b. For example, in Woodland Joint Unified School Dist v Commission on 
Professional Competence (1992) 2 Cal App 4th 1429, 14464448, the Court of Appeal noted 
that the same conduct could constitute unprofessional conduct, evident unfitness for service, 
and a persistent violation of or refusal to obey prescribed rules and regulations The court 
held that the notice provision in Education Code section 44938 applied to a specific charge 
of unprofessional conduct, and the failure to provide the statutorily required notice would bar 
that claim. However, the Woodland court found that other bases for dismissal, even if they 
could have constituted unprofessional conduct, did not require the notice set forth in 
Education Code section 44938 Where the teacher reasonably knew his conduct was 
wrongful, progressive discipline was not required with respect to the other charges (Id. at p 
1453, cf, Bevli v Brisco (1985) 165 Cal App 3d 812, 816 7 818 [lack of 90-day notice required 
pursuant to Education Code section 87734 precluded charge of incompetency but not other 
charges for dismissal against tenured community college instructor], Board ofEducation of 
San Francisco Unified School District v Weiland (1960) 179 Cal App 2d 808, 813 [former 
Education Code provision requiring notice to teacher only applied to charges of 
incompetency]) 

174. Considering Findings 169 through 173b, and despite the appeal of the 
District's argument, the failure to have provided the 90-day notice required by Education 
Code section 87734 acted as ajurisdictional bar to the unprofessional conduct charge against 
Respondent It did not act as a bar to the charges of dishonesty or persistent violation of or 
refusal to obey prescribed rules and regulations, even if the acts supporting those claims 
could also have constituted unprofessional conduct 

V  RESPONDENT'S CONTENTION THATHE HAS SUFFERED PREJUDICE 
ASA RESULT OF THE DELA YIN THE DECISION 

175 In his Motion to Re-Open Record (Exhibit W), Respondent argued that the 
delay in this Decision justified a re-opening of the record and reinstatement to Respondent's 
position as a faculty member. During the telephonic conference with counsel held on July 
16, 2013 , Respondent's counsel acknowledged he had no legal authority for the proposition 
that any proffered evidence of the alleged inability on the part of Respondent to obtain 
another position during the pendency of these proceedings, or the delay in the Decision itself, 
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would justify reinstatement. As a result, and as set forth in the preamble to this Decision, the 
ALJ granted the Motion to Re-Open Record only to the extent that the Motion and 
Objections were marked for identification and made part of the record. The ALJ denied the 
Motion to Re-Open Record for any other purpose. 

176. As set forth, post, the District's dismissal of Respondent was justified. 
Respondent has been on paid administrative leave during the entire pendency of these 
proceedings. Under these circumstances, Respondent has not been prejudiced by the delay in 
this Decision, and there is no justification for his reinstatement. 

E.  RESPONDENT'S CONTENTION THAT THE VIOLATIONS OF THE SHREDDING AND 
COMPUTER USE POLICIES AND RULES WERE NOT "PERSISTENT." 

177. Respondent argues that the acts which formed the basis of the Statement of 
Charges, all of which occurred in close temporal proximity, cannot constitute "persistent" 
violations. 16  In his closing brief, Respondent relies on the following language in Governing 
Board of the Oakdale Union School Dist. v. Seaman (1972) 28 Cal.App.3d 77, 82: 

The word "persistent" is defined by lexicographers as "refusing 
to relent; continuing, especially in the face of opposition ...  
stubborn; persevering . . . constantly repeated. "  (Webster's New 
World Dict. (College ed.); see Webster's Third New Internat. 
Dict.) And in the judicial decisions of this, as well as other 
states, the word has been interpreted to mean "continuing or 
constant." (Buss v. .1 0. Martin Co., 241 Cal.App.2d 123, 134 
[50 Cal.Rptr. 206]; Appeal ofBoard ofSchool Directors of Cass 
Township, Schuylkill County, 151  Pa. Super. 543 [30 A.2d 628, 
630]; In re Hibler, 37 Wyo. 332 [261 P. 648, 651].) 

In Seaman, a single unexcused absence of over one month's duration did not constitute 
"persistent" violations of, or refusal to obey, the applicable rules. In Bourland v. 
Commission on Professional Competence (1985) 174 Cal.App.3d 317, a teacher's repeated 
refusal, over a three-month period, to obey her principal's direction to write an objective on 
improving face-to-face communications with her supervisor and another objective relating to 
accurately completing tasks on time for which the teacher was made responsible, was 
likewise held not to constitute a persistent violation. The Court of Appeal found that the 
teacher improperly was being dismissed for her disagreement that she needed improvement, 
rather than for the type of "continual insubordination that may seriously affect the discipline 
in a school. "  (Ibid. at p. 321 .) In Governing Board of the Oakdale Union School Dist. v. 

16  Only the facts related to the shredding and hard drive erasure are being considered 
in connection with the "persistent violation" cause for dismissal As set forth in Findings 146 
and 147, the evidence was insufficient to show Respondent engaged in discriminatory or 
preferential treatment based on race in connection with the hiring of Talmo. 
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Seaman (1972) 28 Cal App 3d 77, an unauthorized absence that extended over approximately 
one month was found not to be "persistent," even though each day was argued as constituting 
a separate violation 

178. The parties' briefs reflect that there is no absolute manifestation of what 
constitutes a "persistent" series of violations. However, the District's contention that 
Respondent's acts were, in fact, persistent violations is persuasive..The mere fact that many 
of the operative facts occurred over the space of a few days does not mean Respondent's 
violations were not "persistent" 

179. The evidence reflected that the shredding was extensive and involved many 
documents he knew, and reasonably should have known, were permanent student records 
This was not an instance where merely one document was destroyed Respondent claimed 
ignorance of the District's policies, despite the evidence to the contrary. The erasure of the 
hard drive involved a separate series of events, and then Respondent lied about having had 
the hard drive erased Respondent subsequently disingenuously claimed he was unaware of 
the District's policies prohibiting the hard drive erasure The facts surrounding Respondent's 
shredding of documents and hard drive erasure evidenced an intent to destroy evidence 
(Findings 28-144) 

180. Under the circumstances of this case, Respondent's acts constituted persistent 
violations of District Administrative Regulations B-27 and B-28 and District Board Rule 
7709 10 

F  RESPONDENT'S CONTENTIONS THAT THE DISTRICT HAS NOT PROVEN HE Is 
UNFIT TO TEACH. 

18 1 Respondent asserted that dismissal as an instructor was improper based on any 
acts as Athletic Director. He noted that the athletic program at LACC had been terminated 
and that, as a result, he would not be returning as Athletic Director or Men's Basketball 
coach in any event As noted in Findings 114 and 1 52, the District did not contend 
Respondent was incompetent to teach 

182a. The District acknowledges that where, as in this case, a community college 
district seeks to dismiss a tenured faculty member based on dishonesty or unprofessional 
conduct, the ultimate question is whether the conduct was of such a character that it rendered 
the faculty member unfit to teach under the criteria set forth in Morrison v State Board of 
Education (1969)  1 Cal 3d 214,  230 (Exhibit 70, at p 1 1 , lines 1 -5 ;  see also, e.g.,  Bevli v 
Brisco (1989) 211 Cal App 3d 986, 991 ) The Court in Morrison identified the following 
factors to be considered in determining whether a teacher's conduct indicates unfitness to 
teach (1) the likelihood that the conduct may have adversely affected students or fellow 
teachers, (2) the degree of such adversity anticipated, (3) the proximity or remoteness in time 
of the conduct, (4) the type of teaching certificate held by the party involved, (5) the 
extenuating or aggravating circumstances, if any, surrounding the conduct, (6) the 
praiseworthiness or blameworthiness of the motives resulting in the conduct, (7) the 
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likelihood of the recurrence of the questioned conduct; and (8) the extent to which 
disciplinary action may inflict an adverse impact or chilling effect upon the constitutional 
rights of the teacher involved or other teachers. Only the pertinent Morrison factors need be 
considered in a particular case. (West Valley-Mission Community College Dist. v. 
Concepcion (1993) 16 Cal.App.4th 1766, 1777.) Each of the Morrison factors is considered 
as follows: 

182b. Likelihood that the conduct may have adversely affected students or fellow 
teachers: Broadly construing this factor as applying to the entire LACC community, 
Respondent's conduct likely adversely affected students and LACC. Blanshard's testimony 
established that Respondent's shredding activities impeded the expanded internal audit of 
potential fraud on Form 1 s, and both the shredding and the erasure of the hard drive have 
apparently been associated with a continuing federal investigation of LACC's sports 
programs. The implication that Respondent shredded potentially damaging documents 
during the course of a pending federal investigation and a pending internal audit may have 
impacted Respondent's and LACC's ability to earn the respect of students. (See Broney v. 
California Commission on Teacher Credentialing (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 462, 476-477 
(impact of misconduct on the ability to earn students' respect supports dismissal). The 
erasure of the hard drive also harmed LACC by requiring IT Department staff to spend hours 
reformatting Respondent's LACC-issued computer. 17  

182c. The degree ofsuch adversity anticipated: This factor is difficult to assess in 
terms of the continuing federal investigation and any internal investigations that might be 
undertaken in the future, it is unknown how important the missing information could prove 
to be. However, the effect of the missing information is permanent. 

182d. The proximity or remoteness in time of the conduct: Respondent's acts were 
not remote in time when the disciplinary action was instituted. Respondent was suspended in 
May 2009, less than one month after the shredding and hard drive erasure incidents, and the 
Statement of Charges was brought less than one year after those incidents. 

182e. The type of teaching certificate held by the party involved: Not relevant. 

182f. The extenuating or aggravating circumstances, if  any, surrounding the 
conduct: Respondent's destruction of documents and electronic information during pending 
internal and federal investigations was especially egregious. Respondent's explanations for 
his behavior were not credible. As set forth in Findings 81, 133, and 170, he continues to 
minimize or deny responsibility for his actions 

17  The District argued that White's access to permanent student records during the 
shredding potentially adversely affected those students, as the records included confidential 
information. However, the access to the information did not result from the shredding. 
White had access to boxes with confidential information before the shredding began. 
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1 82g The praiseworthiness or blameworthiness of the motives resulting in the 
conduct Respondent's acts demonstrated an intent to destroy evidence during pending 
internal and federal investigations, and a reasonable inference is that he was seeking to 
prevent incriminating evidence from being discovered 

182h. The likelihood ofthe recurrence of the questioned conduct Considering the 
totality, of the circumstances, Respondent's shredding of documents and erasure of the hard 
drive were dishonest acts, and Respondent compounded the dishonest nature of his acts when 
he lied about the reason for his computer problems Such multiple acts of dishonesty are 
likely to be repeated and are incompatible with teaching (See Wilmot v Commission on 
Professional Competence (1998) 64 Cal App 4th 1130, 113 7-113 8 ) Respondent's continued 
attempts to portray his acts as being relatively insignificant.,further suggest the risk of 
recurrence of dishonest conduct is high (See San Dieguito Union High School Dist v 
Commission on Professional Competence (1985) 174 Cal.App.3d 1176, 1183 [noting it was 
"likely [the teacher] would repeat her unsatisfactory performance since she appeared to be 
indifferent to the seriousness of the problem"]) 

1 82i The extent to which disciplinary action may inflict an adverse impact or 
chilling effect upon the constitutional rights of the teacher involved or other teachers Not 
relevant 

183. Reviewing all the factors together, the District has demonstrated that 
Respondent is unfit to teach 

LEGAL CONCLUSIONS 

1  In this matter, the credibility of each witness has been evaluated pursuant to 
the factors set forth in Evidence Code section 780 the demeanor and manner of the witness 
while testifying, the character of the testimony, the capacity to perceive at the time the events 
occurred, the character of the witness for honesty, the existence of bias or other motive, other 
statements of the witness which are consistent or inconsistent with the testimony, the 
existence or absence of any fact to which the witness testified, and the attitude of the witness 
toward the proceeding in which the testimony has been given "On the cold record a witness 
may be clear, concise, direct, unimpeached, uncontradicted -- but on a face to face 
evaluation, so exude insincerity as to render his credibility factor nil Another witness may 
fumble, bumble, be unsure, uncertain, contradict himself, and on the basis of a written 
transcript be hardly worthy of belief. But one who sees, hears and observes him may be 
convinced of his honesty, his integrity, his reliability " (Meiner v Ford Motor Co (1971) 17 
Cal App 3d 127, 140.) The trier of fact may "accept part of the testimony of a witness and 
reject another part even though the latter contradicts the part accepted. "  (Stevens v Parke 
Davis & Co (1973.) 9 Cal 3d 51, 67.) The trier of fact may also "reject part of the testimony 
of a witness, though not directly contradicted, and combine the accepted portions with bits of 
testimony or inferences from the testimony of other witnesses thus weaving a cloth of truth 
out of selected available material. "  (1d.. at pp 67-68, quoting from Nevarov v Caldwell 
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(1958) 161 Cal.App.2d 762, 777.) Further, the fact finder may reject the testimony of a 
witness, although not contradicted (Foreman & Clark Corp v Fallon (1971) 3 Cal 3d 875, 
890.) The testimony of "one credible witness may constitute substantial evidence." (Kearl 
V Board ofMedical Quality Assurance (1986) 189 Cal App 3d 1040, 1052) 

2.  Education Code section 87660 et seq., governs the evaluation of, the 
dismissal of, and the imposition of penalties on, community college faculty. A contract or 
regular employee may be dismissed or penalized for one or more of the grounds set forth in 
Education Code section 87732. (Ed. Code, § 87667.) Education Code section 87671 
provides that an employee may be dismissed or penalized if one or more of the grounds set 
forth in Education Code section 87332 are present and, as set forth in Finding 149, (a) the 
employee has been evaluated in accordance with established statutory standards and 
procedures; (b) the district governing board has received all statements of evaluation which 
considered the events for which dismissal or penalties may be imposed; (c) the district 
governing board has received recommendations of the superintendent of the district and, if 
the employee is working for a community college, the recommendations of the president of 
that community college; and (d) the district governing board has considered the statements of 
evaluation and the recommendations in a lawful meeting of the board 

3a. In this case, as set forth in Findings 149 through 157, the evaluation process 
pertaining to Respondent was sufficient to meet the statutory requirements of Education 
Code section 87671, subdivision (a).  

3b. As set forth in Findings 113 through 117 and 15 8 through 164, the District 
satisfied the requirements of Education Code section 87671 , subdivisions (b) and (d), that, in 
connection with pursuing dismissal, the Board receive and consider "all statements of 
evaluation which considered the events for which dismissal or penalties may be imposed" 

3c  As set forth in Findings 2, 113  through 117, and 165 through 168, the District 
satisfied the requirements of Education Code section 87671 , subdivisions (c) and (d), that, in 
connection with pursuing dismissal, the Board receive and consider the "recommendations of 
the superintendent of the district and, if the employee is working for a community college, 
the recommendations of the president of that community college." 

4.  Section 87732 provides that an academic employee shall not be dismissed 
except for one or more enumerated causes, including: 

(a) Immoral or unprofessional conduct 

(b) Dishonesty.  

[T1  Ml] 
(f)  Persistent violation of, or refusal to obey, the school laws of 
the state or reasonable regulations prescribed for the 
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government of the community colleges by the board of 
governors or by the governing board of the community college 
district employing him or her.  

5  A community college district that seeks to dismiss a tenured academic 
employee bears the burden of establishing the appropriateness of that action The standard of 
proof is by a preponderance of the evidence (Gardner v Commission on Professional 
Competence (1985) 164 Cal App 3d 1035, Bevli v Brisco supra 2,11 Cal App 3d 986, 990) 
This standard was applied in assessing the evidence 

6  Following an evidentiary hearing, "the administrative law judge shall 
determine whether, there is cause to dismiss or penalize the employee If he or she finds 
cause, he or she shall determine whether the employee shall be dismissed and determine the 
precise penalty to be imposed, and shall determine whether his or her decision should be 
imposed immediately or postponed pursuant to Section 87672. "  (Ed. Code, § 87680) 

7..  As set forth in Finding 169, Education Code section 87734 provides that, 
before acting on any charge of unprofessional conduct, the governing board of a community 
college district must provide 90 days' prior written notice to the employee Pursuant to 
Findings 170 through 174, the Board failed to provide such notice of unprofessional conduct 
to Respondent Accordingly, the unprofessional conduct charge set forth in the Statement of 
Charges was not sustained Legal cause does not exist to terminate or otherwise discipline 
Respondent based upon this charge pursuant to subdivision (a) of Education Code section 
87732 As set forth in Finding 174, the failure to provide the 90-day notice does not bar any 
of the other charges against Respondent. 

8a  Findings 1 through 95, 113 through 144, and 179 demonstrate that the 
allegations of dishonesty with respect to the shredding of documents and the erasure of the 
hard drive on Respondent's LACC-issued computer contained in the Statement of Charges 
were sustained The circumstances of the shredding and the erasure of the hard drive on 
Respondent's LACC-issued computer evidenced an intent to destroy evidence, and then he 
lied to Perez about what had happened to his computer. Where a party destroys evidence, the 
contents of the destroyed documents may be presumed to have been detrimental to that party.  
(CACI No. 204.) Such circumstances demonstrate dishonesty. 

8b  Although different Form 1 s than alleged in the Statement of Charges were 
never located, that difference is unimportant in the totality of the circumstances " [T]he 
liberal rules of administrative pleading require only that the respondent licensee be informed 
of the substance of the charge and afforded the basic, appropriate elements of procedural due 
process [Citation.]" (Cooper v Board ofMedical Examiners (1975) 49 Cal App 3d 93 1, 
942, see also, e.g. ,  Shea v Board ofMedical Examiners (1978) 81 Cal App 3d 564, 576, 
Anderson v Board ofMedical Examiners (1931) 117  Cal App 113  [accusation was 
sufficient where it.charged a physician with unprofessional conduct in that he did "aid and 
abet" the named unlicensed person to practice a system of treating the sick].) Given the 
liberal rules of pleading, Respondent was sufficiently advised of the substance of the charge 
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and he had ample opportunity to rebut it. Pursuant to Education Code section 87732, 
subdivision (b), legal cause exists to terminate or otherwise discipline Respondent based 
upon his dishonest acts in shredding, and justifying the shredding, of documents, in erasing, 
and justifying the erasure, of the hard drive on his LACC-issued computer, and in lying to 
Perez about the reasons for his computer problems. 

9. Findings 1 through 95, 113 through 144, and 177 through 180 demonstrate that 
the allegations of persistent violation of, or refusal to obey, the school laws of the state or the 
reasonable regulations prescribed for the government of the community colleges by the board 
of governors or by the District's Board were sustained in connection with Respondent's 
violations of District Administrative Regulations B-27 and B-28 and District Board Rule 
7709. 10. Legal cause exists to terminate or otherwise discipline Respondent based upon 
such acts pursuant to Education Code section 87732, subdivision (f). 

10. Findings 96 through 112 and 145 through 148 reflect that the District failed to 
establish that Respondent engaged in discriminatory acts and preferential treatment in 
connection with Talmo's hiring To the extent the persistent violation charge was based on 
these allegations, that portion of the charge was not sustained, and legal cause does not exist 
to terminate or otherwise discipline Respondent pursuant to Education Code section 87732, 
subdivision (f), based upon the hiring of Talmo. 

11. As set forth in Findings 181 through 183, application of the factors identified 
in Morrison v. State Board ofEducation, supra, 1 Cal.3d at 230, supports a finding that 
Respondent is "unfit to teach. "  As set forth in Findings 175 and 176, the delay in the 
issuance of this Decision does not require Respondent's reinstatement. Legal cause is 
established to terminate Respondent's employment. 

ORDER 

The Los Angeles Community College District's dismissal of Respondent Michael R. 
Miller from his employment with Los Angeles City College is upheld. 

DATED: December 16, 2013 

J 9AU-D ~tSAN L. FORMAKER 
Administrative Law Judge 
Office of Administrative Hearings 
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